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About Napier
“Napier of London
is dedicated to the
manufacture of
traditional quality
sporting goods through
a policy of innovation
and the use of modern
production techniques.
Napier proudly innovates,
never imitates.
We develop and design
excellence as standard.”
Napier of London has been the proud
supplier of the finest gun care products to
the makers of best guns for over 2 decades.
Our association with the WORLDS BEST
Gunmakers, Gun Storage Specialists,
Airgun Manufacturers and major

shooting organisations has been key to the
development of many of our proven gun
care products. By working with them and
sharing technical advances we can be sure
to develop the right product to enhance
performance and ensure long term reliability,
of these fine guns.
Chosen by all leading Airgun Manufacturers,
the range of dedicated Power Products have
been tested to the extreme.
Our commitment to excellence extends to
all products in this catalogue, we continually
strive to bring you the most advanced and
effective new products available.
Napier’s policy of development and
improvement draws on feedback from trade
and consumers, and we are always pleased
to receive comments or suggestions from
users of our products. It is by listening to our
customers, that we are able to refine and
improve designs and specifications.

Napier of London products are available
in most countries worldwide through our
network of dealers and importers.

This process is continual and for that reason
some products may vary slightly from those
shown in this catalogue. We reserve the right
to change specifications at any time.

Our UK Head Office and Production Centre
serves the UK and Europe, through dealers
and via our website and directly ships to
most other countries:

Some products are not available
in all countries.

www.napieruk.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1235 812993

Keep up to date with news and the latest products from Napier.
Visit our new websites for details on our expanding range of quality products

Our Warehouse in Louisiana serves dealers
and consumers in the USA and Canada:
www.napierusa.com
Tel: 1-855-787-0200
Our New Zealand Business serves
consumers and retailers directly via:
www.napieroflondon.co.nz
Tel: +64 (0)6 650 9496
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Gun Care

Gun Care
Napier of London is truly
the “GUNMAKERS' CHOICE”
With decades of experience in
producing ultra high performance
gun care chemicals and materials.
Napier’s experience in this specialist field has resulted in a
complete range of the highest quality chemical preparations
made especially for use on fine sporting guns, and are now
also widely used by discerning military and law enforcement
clients. Key items are now NATO listed.
Our Ultra Clean system is unique and offers remarkably
fast effective cleaning of any type of gun, the proven Gun
Cleaner and Lubricants all feature VP90® advanced vapour
phase corrosion control, and have been selected by leading
gunmakers as the product of choice for maintaining their
valuable and fine guns. Napier has developed a unique refill
system that allows our 125ml cans to be refilled at any time
from our economy 750ml aerosol; this reduces waste and is
environmentally friendly.
Napier Gun Care and corrosion control products are made
exclusively in England to stringent quality and environmental
standards ISO9000 and ISO14000, using quality assured raw
materials that are made and processed in the UK, all our
exclusive formulations comply with current HS requirements
and legislation.

We are proud to have been chosen as supplier of Gun Care products
to Westley Richards, James Purdey, EJ Churchill and BASC.
Our 125ml Cans are available from each of them in their own livery.

Quality and performance guaranteed
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Oils, Cleaners & Protection

Ultra Soft Micro Filament
Gun Cleaning Cloth
Ultra Soft Micro Filament Gun Cleaning Cloth is an extra soft
non scratch fibre ideal for cleaning barrels, action, stocks and lenses.
Features:
• Lint free (endless hydro laced micro filament)
• Highly absorbent (controlled release and absorption of oils and chemicals)
• Strong (will not break down or snag on surfaces)

Complete cleaning systems

• Washable (can be machine washed at 40˚)
Code: 8781

This exclusive, Hi Tec material is the
ultimate addition to our renowned
range of Gun Care Products.
Ultra Clean is a revolutionary fabric that simply
cleans any gun in a fraction of the time taken
by conventional materials. Ultra Clean takes
convenience to a new level, and in tests,
out performed ALL conventional products.
It can be used on any shotgun, and is suitable
for any rifle or airgun.
The special double sided and self amalgamating fabric, simply wrapped around a jag, will
quickly dislodge and remove any fouling with ease, it is chemically inert and can be used
with any chemical cleaner.
When used with Napier Gun Cleaner Lube,
it will effectively cut cleaning time by over 50%,
Ultra Clean is literally a brush and a mop
on a single roll.
The rough side has a safe abrasive action that
scrubs the bore, but unlike a brush it will hold the
dirt particles and remove them completely.
A quick spray with Napier Gun Oil or Cleaner,
then another pass with the highly absorbent SOFT Mop side of the fabric and the job's done.
Ultra Clean is self amalgamating (it bonds to itself like Velcro) and will not unwind on a
cleaning rod, it is also ideal to wrap around your hand and use as a polishing mitt,
to clean and handle barrels and wooden stocks. This unique feature is simple and highly
effective, say goodbye to old soiled dusters and rags, Ultra Clean ensures a new clean
surface every time.

Abrasive 'brush' cloth
surface quickly removes
stubborn fouling

'Wrap lock' non-slip fibre
stays in place on any tool,
and forms a cleaning mitt
around your hand
'Mop' surface swiftly
removes cleaners and
polishes bore

Universal Rifle
Pull Through Kit
Introduction of the Ultra Clean material has allowed us to develop this remarkable
Universal Rifle Pull Through Cleaning Kit.
Using dual action Ultra Clean, combined with the proven cable pull through tool, it is now
possible to effectively clean any calibre of rifle from 17hmr to large bore sporting and
big game calibres.
The kit contains everything that is required to clean a sporting rifle in the field or at
home, all contained in a handy zip case, that will also accommodate other items
such as spare magazines etc. Just select the number of patches required for
each calibre, and using the Cleaner & Lubricant supplied, follow the simple
instructions, it is remarkably quick and easy.
Every pass through the barrel is made with a completely new and clean
piece of material, so it will not transfer corrosive contamination from
the tool. Only ONE size of patch is ever required. Replacement patches
and all consumables are available separately.
Made in England, it includes a can of Cleaner Lube, 100 Patches,
a Refill Adapter, 5 Field Patches, a Pull Through Tool,
full instructions and a component case.
Code: 3134

Ultraclean Patch Pack
Code: 4729

For shotguns use the handy dispenser
pack containing 12 metres (13.12 yards)
which is more than 75 x 12 bore cleans.

This kit contains
everything required to
clean any calibre from
.17hmr to 45/70

Silensave
All Gunmakers have horror stories of expensive rifles being damaged by corrosion from the
silencer, and although they should be removed from the gun whilst in storage, this is not always
done, in fact it is quite common for them to become so corroded that they cannot be unscrewed.

Code: 4727

Ultra Jag

This is a thing of the past now thanks to Silensave, it is a simple effective chemical that is sprayed
directly into either end of the moderator prior to storage, The specially formulated chemical is
dispensed with a very low pressure aerosol that creates a mist within the can, ensuring a very fine but
even coating on the internal surfaces and baffles.

Use the Ultra Jag developed
especially for use with Ultra Clean,
compared to conventional tools it
has triple the surface cleaning area
to make the job even faster than
ever. Available in 12 and 20 bore.

This contains Napier's VP90 corrosion inhibitor amongst other compounds and is carried by a specific
solvent that evaporates leaving just the finest coating behind. But that is just stage one however, as on
first firing after application the extreme and immediate heat bonds the chemical to the metal surfaces
almost like a ceramic coating, so when used regularly this simply prevents the metals from corroding.

12g Code: 4728
20g Code: 4011

Watch the Rifle Cleaning
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Silensave is the result of our longest ever
field trial, and is a product every rifle shooter
has been waiting for. Silencers/sound
moderators are notorious for rusting out,
yet they are an important part of every
stalkers kit but until now there has never
been an effective way to protect them.

Nothing can prevent the condensation created within a moderator, but regular use of Silensave will
make sure that it does not lead to damage and greatly prolongs the life of any type or make of silencer.
In our extreme test over the past 6 years a brand new Jet Z moderator fitted to a Mauser MO3, has been
used weekly and has passed more than 500 .308 rounds, yet there is absolutely no sign of internal
corrosion and it can be screwed on and off the barrel with ease.
125ml (4.22 US fl oz) Code: 6105
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Oils, Cleaners & Protection

Designed to protect your guns from rust

Super VP90 Corrosion Inhibitor

Developed, formulated and produced in England by Napier of London, VP90 is designed
specifically for the needs of shooters in the most extreme conditions on earth.
VP90 is a scientifically blended vapour phase inhibitor which releases a controlled monomolecular chemical.
It is attracted to all metals, both ferrous and non-ferrous, and it will not adhere to wood, plastic or glass.
VP90 does not contain any Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) or Nitrates, is a completely dry compound,
with no odour, no oily film, and is biodegradable.

HOW IT WORKS

It is safe to use on even the most delicate parts and will seek out exposed metal even in places that you
cannot reach with the oil can, the unique dry delivery system can be safely used in safes and gun bags.
Anywhere air can penetrate VP90 will protect. Which is why it is used in all of Napier gun care products.
With its 30 year track record it is used and recommended by James Purdey, Westley Richards, BSA, BASC,
Royal Berkshire Shooting School, E J Churchill, Brattonsound, Suzuki, Promatic, Topmark, Theoben,
Air Arms, Ithaca and countless other leading gunmakers worldwide.

The SELF HEALING film
is resistant to handling
One sachet will protect a typical gun safe for over 12 months

VP90 vapour deposits an
invisible mono molecular
film which bonds to any
exposed metal surface

Independent testing proves that VP90, made only by Napier of London offers the greatest level of
protection from a convenient sized dispenser.
Compared to impregnated plastic and paper products, VP90 sachets offer a huge active surface area.
This means that a much greater area can be protected, quicker, cheaper, and for longer.

Install a Super VP90 sachet in any gun bag or slip. All Napier Gun Bags
are provided with a special pouch to hold a sachet and protect your gun
from corrosion whilst in transit.
Independent testing proves that
VP90 really works

Just one VP90 sachet is equal to several conventional VCI products, and is suitable for installation in
bags as well as boxes and safes.
Unlike plastic or metal dispensers VP90 sachets remain totally flexible and cannot damage the gun or
other delicate object when installed in any bag. Super VP90 is harmless to wood, glass or plastics.
No wonder VP90 is chosen by top gunmakers, professional race teams
and industrial users worldwide.
Recommended by and provided with every new Brattonsound Gun Safe.
OVER 1 million guns worldwide are protected by VP90®

www.vp90.com

Anywhere air can penetrate
Super VP90 will seek out and protect
exposed metal surfaces

Forms a barrier impervious to attack
from moisture and other corrosive
elements

If you value your Gun, PROTECT it.
For just a few pennies a week, Super VP90 will protect any metal object within a typical gun safe for
over 12 months. In fact one sachet will protect 1 cubic meter (35.5 Cubic feet) It may also be placed
safely inside any suitable storage container, gun bag, tool box, tackle box, display cabinet, safe, etc.

VP90 is blended into our range of gun care chemicals and will enhance the performance of our award
winning cleaners and oils by providing the very best level of corrosion protection available.

Super VP90
Page 11

Gun Oil
Page 13

NEW Silensave
Page 9

Field Patch
Page 13

Gun Cleaner
Page 12

VP90 Grease
Page 13

VP90 Formula X VP90 Super Shield
Page 14
Page 14

Airgun Oil
Page 47

Airgun Grease
Page 47

Napier Super VP90 is used
& recommended by Suzuki
Grand Prix Racing Team.
It is proven in the most extreme
conditions on earth to provide total
protection from corrosion.

Supplied with full instructions in a sealed package, Super VP90 packs can be placed inside any safe
with the adhesive tab provided, or can be put inside your gun bag.
Super VP90 is made to complement the finest range of cleaners and lubricants you can use on your
gun. All the Napier range of cleaners and oils contain Super VP90 and, when used in combination,
offer the most effective level of protection from the elements that money can buy.
Code: VP90
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Gun Cleaner

Gun Oil

Napier’s award winning Gun Cleaner Lubricant.

Napier Gun Oil is the last word in protection for any firearm. Containing VP90 corrosion
inhibitors for contact and vapour phase action, this oil has the ability to penetrate into
even the most inaccessible parts of the gun to provide complete protection from corrosion.
Napier Gun Oil will not break down under extremes of temperature and will keep ejectors
and action protected. The high surface adhesion properties help to keep the oil where it is
needed and make removal of finger marks a simple matter of wiping over the gun.

Two in one action. Cleans and oils any type of gun.
Removes fouling, effectively cleans using safe solvents,
leaves a micro film layer of Napier Gun Oil and ensures
lasting protection from corrosion.
Will not degrease and can be safely used on all firearms.
Use POWER Airgun Oil on PCP airguns, see page 47.

Available in two sizes:
300ml (10.1 US fl oz) CFC-free aerosol Code: 6015

This product is made specifically for guns and will not
damage oil or urethane stock finishes.
The GA Connector allows fast refuelling of the
125ml can, this is cost effective and
environmentally friendly.

125ml (4.2 US fl oz) dripper bottle Code: 6017
The 125ml Gun Oil, is supplied with a handy shape
bottle and a quick lock twist to open and close cap,
unlike the old fashioned caps on cans and bottles,
it will not leak.

125ml (4.2 US fl oz) Code: 60141
300ml (10.1 US fl oz) Code: 6014
750ml (25.4 US fl oz) Code: 6014R

For Airgun Oil and Airgun Grease, see page 47
Rapid Degreaser

Napier Field Patch
Voted Britain’s Favourite Gun Care Product this cleaner really works,
removing all fouling easily but leaving a film of VP90 corrosion inhibitor
oil on all surfaces. No more fingermarks or rust, the 125ml is easy to carry
with your kit and the 750ml economy can is great at home.

GA Connector
For Napier’s Refillable Gun Cleaner Lube
At Napier we take safety very seriously and the
GA Connector system makes refilling of the handy
125ml aerosols even easier and safer than before.
This system is more secure in use and meets the
most stringent health and safety criteria, the solid
adaptor simply connects the two new cans together
allowing the 125ml version to be refilled from the giant
economy can.
Of course both the 125ml and 750ml products can
be used independently.
All refillable cans carry the GA Refill System logo.
Code: GA750

1
Refilling the 125ml can
be done at any time,
its as simple as 1.2.3

2

3

Rapid Degreaser is a powerful cleaning agent suitable for
any type of firearm, its blend of solvents, very quickly cuts
through carbon deposits, old grease and oils and is ideal
for regular cleaning of pistons and ports in semi automatic
shotguns, chokes, threads etc.

The Field Patch is a quick and convenient way of protecting your
gun whilst shooting or at home. Each sachet contains a full sized
Super Clean patch and is impregnated with 2ml of
Napier Gun Oil, this is sufficient to completely
clean and rust proof your gun both inside and out.
Blended with VP90, our powerful vapour phase
corrosion inhibitor that completely protects the gun
from rust and will resist finger marks on the bluing.

Its newly developed formula is remarkably effective in
removing stubborn dirt, but it is much less aggressive on
composite parts and wooden stocks than
conventional cleaners.

Forms a self healing film that allows the gun to be
handled without leaving marks or affecting the rust
preventative quality.

Rapid Degreaser is faster and easier to use than most
other products and it compliments the existing range of
Napier Gun Cleaners and Oils.

Safe on any gun, the Napier Gun Oil
will not affect stock finishes.

It is packed in distinctive & predominantly black
Napier cans, so it cannot be confused with the
Napier Gun Care lubes and cleaners.

It is ideal for cleaning and rust
proofing almost any metal object,
carry some in your glove box, tool
box or with fishing tackle.
Versatile and effective, each carton
contains 10 Field Patches.

Of course it is vital that all guns cleaned with Rapid
Degreaser are immediately oiled after application as the
effective solution will remove all traces of lubricating
products along with dirt & carbon deposits.

Code: 4726F

450ml (15.2 US fl oz) Spray Can Code: 6019

Black Powder
Solvent

Bore
Solvent

Napier VP90
Grease

Entirely new way to remove all
black powder residue. One step
action converts fouling to a clear
liquid. No scrubbing, 10 minute
foaming action.

For the complete removal
of lead, copper and nitro
powder residues.

One bottle can be used up to 12
times on a typical B/P revolver.

50ml (1.7 US fl oz)
Code: 6014B

Supplied in an easy to dispense
plastic tube with large non-slip
cap. This white grease is highly
water resistant (to DIN 51807).
VP90 Grease operates effectively in
temperatures of -20˚c to +120˚c.

200ml (6.8 US fl oz)
Code: 6020

It will effectively clean
any type of gun barrel.

Supplied in 25ml (0.8 US fl oz)
dispenser tubes.
Code: 3034
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Clean your Shotgun, Rifle or Airgun the Napier way

VP90 Formula X
Is the ultimate cleaner and protector for all
types of fishing gear, marine equipment
and all outdoor machinery.

Super Clean
Our original non-woven smooth-bore gun cleaning material with a textured
construction to ensure the swift removal of fouling and excess solvents from
shotguns. It is supplied in a 14 metre roll and is dispensed from a convenient
carton the size of a box of cartridges. Unlike cloth patches, Super Clean will
not lint or fray and is an inexpensive and highly effective method of cleaning.

Protects from rust, lubricates and cleans.
Safe on all equipment.
Use Formula X to clean power tools, hand tools, clay
pigeon traps, garden equipment, marine engines,
mowers, agricultural machinery, motor cycles, fishing
gear, boats and cars. In fact 1000s of uses in the
home, factory or workshop. Incorporating proven,
safe, VP90 vapour and contact inhibitors.

See page 12
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A must for the outdoor enthusiast as well as being the
only chemical you will ever need in a toolbox.

14m (15.3 yards) Code: 4726

The special refill system allows the handy pocket spray
to be re-fuelled at any time from the giant 750ml can.
Simply connect the two cans together using the
GA Connector, full instructions on every can.

Formula X contains a special blend of powerful
solvents to blast away dirt and grime from any part,
and will leave a dense film of Super VP90 lubricant to
provide long lasting protection from rust.

125ml (4.2 US fl oz)
Code: 7914
750ml (25.4 US fl oz)
Code: 7913

Ideal for loosening locked and seized parts, it will
penetrate into all areas and the powerful vapour
phase and contact inhibitors will act to protect
anywhere air can penetrate.

GA Connector
Code: GA750

Napier protects some of
the most valuable military VP90 Formula X NATO Code: 6810-99-153-9533
hardware in the world
Super Shield
NATO Code: 8030-99-861-0494

Rifle Clean

VP90 Super Shield

A uniquely textured highly absorbent and
amazingly strong material for the effective
cleaning of all guns, with a particular emphasis on
rifled bores. Out-performs cloth patches in every
way and, being 75% thinner, can be wrapped
around a wire brush. It moulds to the contours
of the rifling to ensure complete removal of all
fouling. It is also totally unaffected by solvents
which it rapidly absorbs.
Each box contains 14 metres of material which can
be dispensed to suit all calibres of pistols or rifles.

A Unique Barrier spray.
It will protect any metal
object from corrosion
even when permanently
exposed.
It forms an instant flexible barrier that bonds to the
surface providing a permanent seal against the elements.
Incorporating proven, safe, VP90 vapour and contact
inhibitors. It will protect from rain, salt water,
condensation and 100% humidity.

14m (15.3 yards) Code: 4730

It is ideal for use on equipment that cannot be stored
in a dry place.
It is also supplied with 2 spray pattern nozzles, a wide
angle for applying to close surfaces and a jet nozzle for
directing the spray into inaccessible parts.

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Outboard
Engines

Motorcycle
storage

Tools

Garden
Tools

Formula X and Super Shield are used in manufacture and
are recommended and used by Promatic clay pigeon traps.

Super Shield will not dissolve when in contact with water,
even boiling water! Won’t rub off and is suitable for use
on auto, marine and other engine parts.
750ml (25.4 US fl oz) Code: 7912

Locks

Drill Bits

Tackle
Boxes

Motor
Vehicles

Jetskis

Gun Safes/Bags

Chainsaws

Airgun Power Pull Through Kit see page 47
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Shotgun Tools

Wooden Boxed
Cleaning Kit

17

Universal Cleaning Mat/
Tool Kit Roll

Kit includes: 1 box of Ultra Clean material, Ultra Jag,
Ultra Soft Micro Filament Cloth, VP90 Gun Grease,
125ml VP90 Gun Oil, 125ml VP90 Gun Cleaner,
1 box of 10 Field Patches and an aluminium 3 piece rod.
All packed in a slide top, wooden presentation box.

Great for use in the home.
Protect surfaces from scratches and chemicals.
This super mat is big enough for any sporting rifle or
shotgun, non slip neoprene base and a chemical/oil
resistant synthetic suede work surface.

12g Code: 5212
20g Code: 5220

Handy docking panel keeps cans and small parts in
place, just roll up with your favourite tools and kit
inside and you are always ready to go.
Watch the Shotgun Cleaning
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

51cm x 127cm (20” x 50”) Code: 8791

Now with
Ultra Clean technology

Deluxe Shotgun
Cleaning Kits
Now with
Ultra Clean technology

Made from tough NATEX material in forest green with leather
trim, this kit is the ultimate in gun care. It will match and
complement the Napier Protector range of gun slips and bags
and is the ideal way to store your cleaning tools.
Each kit comprises the Napier aluminium 3 piece rod,
Ultra Clean material, Ultra Jag, 125ml VP90 Gun Oil dispenser,
5 Field Patches, in fact everything you will ever need to keep
your shotgun in perfect condition.
Each item is securely held in place and makes an ideal
travelling companion for your gun.

Watch the Shotgun Cleaning
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Photos are for illustrative purposes. Tools, chemicals and guns are not included.

12g Code: 4759
20g Code: 4758

Pull Through Kits

Deluxe Snap Caps

Snap Caps

Designed for use with the Napier Field Patch.

Ideal Replacement for antique Ebony caps in
best gun cases. Finished in black and made
from high impact synthetic materials with
solid brass end caps, these snaps are
designed to look good and perform
for years. Sold in pairs.

Snap Caps are manufactured in the most
popular calibres. Select either brass or
aluminium. Sold in pairs.

This kit is everything that you will need to clean your shotgun
whilst in the field, supplied with phosphor bronze brush, generous
length brass weighted pull through, 5 Field Patches, and a special
end capped jag to ensure that the patch stays in place.
All packed in a practical and attractive drawstring pouch.
12g Code: 3112
20g Code: 3113

12g Code: 3500
20g Code: 3501

Aluminium	Brass
12g Code: 3045a
12g Code: 3045b
16g Code: 3048a
16g Code: 3048b
20g Code:3046a
20g Code:3046b
28g Code: 3148a
28g Code: 3148b
.410 Code: 3047a
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Shotgun Tools

Deluxe Shotgun Rods (as featured in our kits)

Brass Jag

Nylon Jag

Ultra Jag

Made from polished and coated aluminium ideal for shotguns including those fitted with
retro chokes, these rods are all 91.5cm (36”) long and avoid the danger of hand injury
on the ejectors. Superbly made to last for years. They accept all British threaded tools.

A quality split brass jag to fit all standard UK rods, ideal for use with Super Clean.

One size universal Nylon Jag fits all PH thread rods and will clean
12g, 16g and 20g barrels.

See page 8, available in 12g and 20g.

12g Code: 6007; 20g Code: 6011; 28g Code: 6111; .410 Code: 3029
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12g Code: 4728; 20g Code: 4011

Code: 6109

2 piece Code: 3016; 3 piece Code: 3017

Phosphor Bronze Brushes

Wool Mop

Payne Galway Brush

Chamber Brush Sets

A superior Phosphor Bronze spiral wound brush, ideal for all applications and
particularly suited to use with Pull Through Kits.

Lint-resistant mop for the final polishing and oiling of shotgun barrels.

For fast and effective cleaning of heavy fouling in barrels and chambers. This dense
Phosphor Bronze bristle construction will not compact or distort and will provide many
years of service. Now available in 12g and 20g bore specially for cleaning barrels and
as a chamber brush.

Beautifully finished in solid brass with rosewood handles. The Payne Galway brushes are
the perfect way to clean the chamber of any shotgun and the brass end cups keep the
brushes clean and ready for use.

12g Code: PB12; 16g Code: PB16; 20g Code: PB20; 28g Code: PB28;
.410 Code: 3030

12g Code: 3038; 16g Code: 3036; 20g Code: 3039; 28g Code: 3037;
.410 Code: 3040

12g Code: 6008k; 20g Code: 6010k

12g Code: 6108; 20g Code: 6110
Bore Brush

Chamber Brush

12g Code: 6108
20g Code: 6110

8g Code: 6009; 10g Code: 4035; 12g Code: 6008; 16g
Code: 4039; 20g Code: 6010; 28g Code: 4037

Mega Mop
Shotgun
Cleaning Kits
Supplied in 2 or 3 piece versions with
everything you will ever need to clean any shotgun.
Includes Deluxe Rod, Super Clean, Payne Galway
Brush, Brass Jag and 70ml Gun Oil.
3 piece kit
12g Code: 3023; 20g Code: 3027; 28g Code: 3328
2 piece kit
12g Code: 3022; 20g Code: 3026;
28g Code: 3228; .410 Code: 3031

Super Economy
Cleaning Kit
Contains 2 piece Aluminium Rod, Jag,
Bronze Brush, Wool Mop, 10ml VP90
Gun Oil, 3 Field Patches.
12g Code: 5112
20g Code:5120

The Mega Mop is the quick and easy way to polish and
oil the barrels of any shotgun.
This full length 2 piece tool is 80cm (31 1/2”) long excluding
handle so that it will polish the full length of almost every
gun in one action.
The strong 2 piece alloy core is covered with low linting
synthetic padded fleece fabric, and is a fast effective way to
ensure that your gun is thoroughly oiled before it is put away.
Use the Mega Mop as part of the cleaning routine, it will save
time and ensures that the barrel is completely polished and
oiled with just a couple of passes.
One size suitable for calibres 12g, 16g, 20g
Code: 3138
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Stock Care

London Gunstock
Finish Kit

Wool Mop
Lint-resistant mop for the polishing of all rifled barrels.
Fits all Napier and most other UK cleaning rods.
.177 Code: 3041; .22 Code: 3004; .30 Code: 3005;
.35 Code: 3006; 9mm Code: 3007; .40 Code: 3008;
.45 Code: 3009; 6.5mm/.270 Code: 3024;
50 cal Code: 5801; 7mm Code: 5803; .240/.243 Code: 5805

Spiral Wound
Bronze Brush

Deluxe Pistol
and Rifle Rods

Top quality wire-wound brush to fit all Napier and most
other UK cleaning rods. Ideal for application of Rifle Clean.

Made in England to Napier’s exacting specification,
these superbly finished rods feature brass sections with
1 piece turned anodised aluminium handles. Made to last
and featuring a quality bearing. Available in 1 piece pistol
or 4 piece rifle versions for all calibres.

.177 Code: 3033; .22 Code: 3010; .30 Code: 3011;
.35 Code: 3012; 9mm Code: 3013; .40 Code: 3014;
.45 Code: 3015; 6.5mm/.270 Code: 3025;
7mm Code: 5802; .240/.243 Code: 5804

.22 Pistol Code: 3000; .30+ plus Pistol Code: 3002
.22 Rifle Code: 3001; .30+ plus Rifle Code: 3003

Pistol and Rifle Kits
Everything you need to clean any pistol or rifle. Each kit
is supplied with a quantity of Rifle Clean, 70ml Gun Oil,
Deluxe Rod and full instructions.
To complete the kit, simply select the brush and mop
size for required calibre (.22 Pistol and Rifle Kits only are
supplied with mop and brush).
.22 Pistol Code: 3018; .22 Rifle Code: 3019;
.30 Pistol Code: 3020; .30 Rifle Code: 3021

Stainless Steel 1 Piece
Rifle Rods

Deluxe Rifle
Cleaning Kit

Strong and durable and fitted with a quality
bearing aluminium handle for long life.

Supplied with a brass section 4 piece Rod, a sample of
Rifle Clean, 5 Field Patches, 70ml of Gun Oil and loops to
take all of your favourite tools.
Note: .22 kits include brush and mop, for .30+ plus
calibres simply select the tools required from our
extensive range to complete your kit bag.

.22 Code: 3049; .30+ plus Code: 3042

.22 kit Code: 4791
.30+ plus kit Code: 4792

London
Gunstock
Finish
London Gunstock
Finish DVD
Watch in simple, easy stages as a professional
gun maker finishes a stock. Lots of handy hints
and trade secrets.
Code: 4760D
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Each 100ml
(3.4 US fl oz) bottle is
sufficient for several
applications and is
supplied with
full instructions.
Code: 4761
Trade bulk packs of London Gun Stock Finish are
available on request, for best gun manufacturers.

“We tried Napier London
Gunstock Finish and it has
solved all of our problems.
This finish is superior to all
others we have tried… our
Ithaca Grade 6E with Napier
oil finish has won the Gold
Medal Concourse D’elegance
at the World Side by Side
Championship. You have made
a great difference in building
our fine guns.”
Stephen R Lamboy
Ithaca President

Each kit is supplied with
• 100ml Napier
Gunstock Finish
Napier London Gunstock
• 10ml Rubbing Oil
Finish Kit has been
• 10ml Grain Sealer
developed for use on all
wooden gunstocks and will • 4 applicator pads
• 1 pack of abrasives
achieve an excellent finish
with outstanding protection. • 1 final polishing cloth
Our master gunmaker Frank Whyman uses this • Instructions for use
secret formula every day, as have hundreds of
London gunmakers before him. Now you too can
obtain a truly professional finish by using the
products contained in this kit.

NAPIER LONDON
GUN STOCK FINISH IS
USED BY LEADING
GUNMAKERS WORLDWIDE
AND HAS WON BRITAIN’S
FAVOURITE GUN CARE
PRODUCT.

All contained in an attractive wooden presentation
box to keep your kit together and ready for use.
Individual items are available separately to
replenish your kit when necessary. Now you can
keep your stock in perfect condition by using this
kit at the beginning or end of each season or to
enhance a dull finish at any time.
Code: 4760

Stock Shield
Instant stock care.
Napier's award winning London Gun Stock Finish
has been used by major gunmakers and shooters
worldwide for over 30 years, It will produce the
very best London stock finish on any wooden
gun stock.

and guard against all moisture and handling,
even after shave will migrate to the stock when
mounting a gun, as will sweat from hands and
face. Stock Shield protects the wood from all such
elements and will give a beautiful finish instantly.

But even the best cared for guns will inevitably get
dull, and can become tired when exposed to rain
and general use. Until now this meant spending
some time in refinishing, which when done
properly will take several hours, and was certainly
not something that could be done instantly.

75ml (2.54 US fl oz) Code: 4764

Now new Stock Shield allows any type of gun to be
instantly protected and enhanced in just a couple
of minutes. Simply apply the special blend via
it's built in sponge applicator, leave for 1 minute
and buff gently with a lint free Ultra Soft cloth.
Job done! Any blemish caused by rain spots will
disappear and the gun will be properly protected
and ready for its next outing.
Stock Shield contains no waxes or silicones, so
it will not block the pores of the wood and this
means that conventional stock finishes, such as
Napier London Gun Stock Finish, can be applied at
any time without the need to remove Stock Shield,
this is very important as using preparations such
at Bees Wax for example, renders the stock unable
to absorb any Linseed based chemicals, and it then
becomes a big job to strip back and start over.
Regular use of Stock Shield before, and in particular
after exposure to rain, will protect the wood,

•
•
•
•
•
•

For all gun stocks
Silicone free
Enhances grain
Protects from rain
Allows wood to breathe
Best London Gun Finish

Personal Safety
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Eyes

Personal
Safety

Shooting Safety
is no accident

SR-Ricochet range

and at Napier we make that personal.

SR is the latest in competitive shooting sports protection
from Napier of London. Designed by shooters, the SR allows
for a full 180 field of view maximising performance and
comfort. Complete with 5 interchangeable lens to suit all
lighting conditions. The new Napier Ricochet lens is optically
correct and made from the highest quality polycarbonate to
offer unrivalled protection.

That is why all of our personal
protection products are made to
the highest quality and meet or
exceed national safety standards.
Our ear defenders are CE
tested and marked, and
have impressive published levels
of protection. Our optical range is
made for all shooting sports and in
addition to being CE marked and
compliant with BSEN 1836-1997
they are also subjected to our own
shotgun blast test, (no 8 shot at
15 yds 12g 32 gram).
We design our products to be
functional, comfortable and safe.
Always read and comply with instructions for use.

Tough EVA moulded
component case

Ricochet lens colour guide:
Grey:

Good for highest light level conditions this lens reduces eye fatigue,
provides true colour perception and minimizes glare.

Vermillion: Ideal for low lighting and enhancing orange clays. This lens improves visual depth,
reduces eye strain, enhances visibility and offers the greatest amount of contrast.

We worry about
safety… So that
you don’t have to!

Sodium:

Ideal for fog, haze and extreme weather conditions this lens filters out blue light.

Bronze:

Good for general use and everyday conditions, this lens enhances
contrast and contains a red element to improve depth perception.

Lilac:

Good for low light levels and impact protection without colour change.
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A1000 range

Now our most popular set, A1000 is light (23 grams) strong and stylish.
Choose the A1000 Multi Lens Set, this kit contains 5 lenses - Smoke Grey, Bronze,
Vermillion, Sodium Yellow and Lilac, Matt Black frame, cleaning cloth and
soft pouch, all presented in a zip case.

Our Polarising polycarbonate lenses, are the
ideal range for shooting and fishing

A1000 Designer frames
Napier now offers the fabulous A1000 with the option of
Polarised polycarbonate lenses in dark grey.
These are ideal for shooters and fishermen, and of course
are a perfect set for general use and for driving.

Pro-Frame Matt Black
Code: A1002
Carbon Weave
Code: A1003

Polarised Grey
Code: PA1
Smoke Grey
Code: GA1
Silver Matrix
Code: A1004
Vermillion
Code: VA1

Spare
lenses

Desert
Code: A1001

Bronze
Code: BA1

Sodium Yellow
Code: SA1
Lilac
Code: LA1

A1000 MultiSport Shades 5 Lens Set
The exclusive A1000 glasses are made to Napier’s exacting safety specifications, the frame is light and
close fitting, non slip arms and nose piece, unique arm tension coils allows frame to mould to the
contours of your face. Weight 23 grams.
5 interchangeable lenses in Sodium Yellow, Smoke Grey, Bronze, Vermillion and Lilac. Every possible
lighting condition is catered for, all supplied in zip case plus a drawstring bag & cleaning cloth.
Code: A1000

Replacement
Arm Rubbers and
Tension Coil Pack
Pack of spare arm tip rubbers and side tension
coils to fit A1000 models. Keep your kit
comfortable and in perfect condition.
Code: A1 Spares

Each frame is supplied
fitted with the polarising
lens, in a zipped case.
Totally versatile you can increase the options
by simply adding additional coloured lenses at any time.
Choose from Desert, Carbon Weave, Silver Matrix
or the fantastic Matt Black rubberised Pro-Frame.
All supplied with class 1 polycarbonate Polarised lenses.
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Ears

Pro9
Noise Cancelling Hearing Protection
Exclusive, Patented Breakthrough
Effective Noise Cancelling technology without batteries, electronics, valves, or any moving parts!
Unique patented sound chamber technology, directs damaging sounds away from the ear canal,
where they are dampened, refracted and cancelled. The effect is amazingly clear low level sounds
such as speech, but with highly efficient protection from damaging noise levels such as gunfire
with over 32 Decibels of noise reduction, evenly across all frequencies.
Because the soft comfortable and replaceable ear cuffs seal at the ear but are not inserted into
the ear canal, they are vastly more comfortable than sonic, passive or electronic ear plugs. The
lightweight unit is barely noticeable when worn and can therefore be used for long periods
without discomfort, vitally important when used by instructors, students, beaters, trappers etc.
Normal conversation is possible whilst wearing the Pro9 and it is slim with no profile below the
ear, making it vastly more suited to shotgun mounting that any type of ear muff. The unit is
remarkably light at just 40 grams 1.7 ounces.
It can be folded and carried in a shirt pocket. It is completely weatherproof.
Developed from years of University Auditory research the Pro9 is a marvel of science at work.
Pro9 patented technology, completely out performs other hearing protection, with its simplicity
and its value, it puts cutting edge hearing protection within everyone’s reach.

Pro10

Code: 1097

Look out for our latest editions to the Pro Series
hearing defenders, see updates on our website
www.napieruk.com

Noise Cancelling
Hearing Protector

“Unbelievably
effective”

This works exactly in the same way as the Pro9, and weighs just
52 grams, yet is provides 3 TIMES more protection from damaging
noise, and is designed for hunters, full bore rifle and range shooters
and for indoor range disciplines.

The technology
More of the sound waves
energy flows into the
chamber than into the ear.
Sound waves in the
chamber are dampened,
refracted and cancelled.

Just like our Pro9 it operates without batteries, wires or any electronics
whatsoever, yet achieves triple rated protection of 36 to 44db Peak,
by its finely tuned noise cancelling sound chamber technology.

Gun Mart

Both the Pro9 and Pro10 fold down and can be carried in a shirt
pocket or the Napier purpose made pouch.

“#1 the best value product in
independent test comparing 18
leading brands...
Pro9 out performs them all”

Code: 1098

Ear Defender Holder
This stylish and practical bag is made from tough LAMTEC
material and can be fitted to any belt including the quick
release Napier Sport Belt. There is no better way to look after
your valuable ear defenders. Takes the ED100 passive and
most other makes of slim line muff.

Shootforum.com
See the full report at www.napieruk.com

NEW Pro9 model with Comfort
Headband, and now available
in Soft Pink, a hit with lady
shooters everywhere.

Available in Green and Camo
Code: 3060

Pro9
Component Case

Comfy Plugs

Carries the folded Pro9 with space to spare
for other small items. Ideal for phones
glasses etc. Keeps the Pro9 clean and
ready to use.

These shaped ear protectors are made from closed cell foam
that is hygienic and more efficient than conventional material.

Strong rigid backed 600D Natex pouch,
Velcro closers, and fixed belt loop fasteners.
This case fixes comfortably on any belt and
cannot be dislodged when sitting or driving.
Code: 3107

These are the most comfortable in ear foam plugs available.

Pack of 2 sets of easily
fitted replacement ear
cuffs also available.
Original Ear Cuff Set
Code: 1197
Comfort Ear Cuff Set
Code: 1197S

Impressive protection rating of SNR 37.

ED100 Ear Defenders

Supplied in handy key chain tube, that can
be attached to keys, belt or bags.

Lightweight and effective the ED100 folding, passive ear defender
is compact and popular with all shooters, particularly shotgun users.

Code: 6006

Code: ED100

Made to BSEN 24869-1-1993 ISO 4869-1990

Slips
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Razorback

Slips
EXCLUSIVELY BY

Razorback Shotgun Bag
Max Gun Dimensions
127cm x 18cm (50” x 7”)
Code: 8732

Razorback Shotgun Long
Max Gun Dimensions
138cm x 18cm (54” x 7”)

Only the tough survive

Code: 8734

Our most advanced gun carrier ever
Our strength lies in the RAZOR EVA lateral spine which forms a hard shell
around the gun, this is so tough it will take a 50kg load, even without a
gun inside. And offers flight case type protection in a soft sided bag.

Razorback Rifle
Max Gun Dimensions
122cm x 22.8cm (48” x 9”)
Code: 8733

• EVERY RAZORBACK IS COVERED BY A 5 YEAR WARRANTY. In fact each
one is supplied with a serial numbered warranty card.
• Every RAZORBACK zip is self healing, smooth running Heavy Duty
with 24 teeth per inch, protected by a unique Weather Shield Guard,
from scuffs and knocks, mud and rain.

Razorback Carbine Rifle
Max Gun Dimensions
109cm x 22.8cm (43” x 9”)
Code: 8733S

• The outer shell is heavy duty LAMTEC canvas, bonded to 4 function
layers, a waterproof membrane, high density 10mm Foam, EVA TOUGH
SHELL and soft Syn-Fleece lining.
• ARMOUR FLEX scuff panels, and comfortable non slip, rot proof
webbing shoulder strap.
• GRIP LOCK ergonomic grab handle.

Razorback Stalker Rifle
(Airgun Carrier)

• Each bag supplied with an internal pouch to hold a Napier VP90
corrosion inhibitor (FREE voucher with each bag).

Max Gun Dimensions
135cm x 30cm (53” x 12”)

• Strong butt end protector and soft retainer strap.

Code: 8752

• Full sized outer pocket.

Choose from our TOUGH range of RAZORBACK
accessories and matching luggage.

RAZORBACK bags are made in several models and in traditional washed canvas
in Green, Charcoal Grey or Terracotta.
5 Year Warranty

PROBABLY THE ONLY BAG YOU WILL EVER NEED

Free replacement
warranty

Tough Shell EVA
Construction

Unique Weather
Seal Guard

Grip Lock
Carry Handle

Adjustable
Non Slip Strap

50kg (110lbs) lateral load
strong wall for ultimate
impact protection

Protects zip & seals bag

Comfortable interlocking
handle

Comfortable
shoulder strap
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Razorback

Roller Gun Carrier

Protector 2 Razorback
Our Patented Protector 2 Smart Slip,
just got tough!

ALL RAZORBACK PRODUCTS ARE
GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS

Our traditional Range Bag design, now twice as strong,
and trimmed with Rugged ArmourFlex panels.

Green Code: 8750; Grey Code: 8750G;
Terracotta Code: 8750T

This is truly the ultimate in clay shooters luggage,
big enough for a days shooting, strong enough to
carry a days shells!

All Razorback items are
available in Grey, Green
& Terracotta

Room for score cards, accessories, waterproof and
trimmed to match the Razorback range of Gun Slips.
Green Code: 8777; Grey Code: 8777G;
Terracotta Code: 8777T

Razorback
Bolt Carrier
Carry your rifle bolt safely, it can be attached to a
belt if required, full EVA moulded shell protects
from knocks and dirt. Supplied in colours to
match your Razorback slip.
Size 18cm - 23cm long (7”- 9”) x 4.5cm wide (1 3/4”)
Green Code: 8790; Grey Code: 8790G; Terracotta Code: 8790T

Razorback
Blaser Bolt Carrier

Razorback Cartridge Bag
Tough where it counts, the Razorback Cartridge Bag will hold 120
shotgun shells, strong and practical, scuff panels protect the base and
it's waterproof too. Extra wide non slip shoulder strap.

Made especially for the BLASER straight pull bolt, the shaped EVA
moulded bolt carrier is now available in Green, Grey or Terracotta,
to match all the other items in the Razorback range.

Ideal companion for the Razorback Shotgun Slip.

The size and shape of Blaser bolts make it impossible to carry in
a conventional holder, and with the tuning fork style prongs it
requires even more protection when carried apart from the rifle.

Green Code: 8739; Grey Code: 8739G;
Terracotta Code: 8739T

The tough shaped design of the Razorback Carrier offers
superb protection and security when travelling; it can be attached
to a belt loop and is secured with a Velcro closer.
Green Code: 8701; Grey Code: 8701G; Terracotta Code: 8701T

Carry license, chokes,
bolt etc

Safety Retainer Strap
Keeps gun secure even
when unzipped

Another Napier First

This is simply the most robust shell we have ever made. It takes
any shotgun full length or broken down and converts in seconds.
All the features of Smart Slip (see page 36), now in protective
Razorback technology, with ArmourFlex scuff panels.
Terracotta, Grey or Green washed canvas.

Razorback Range Bag

Full Sized
Accessory Pocket
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Extra Duty Full
Length Zip

Free VP90
Corrosion Inhibitor

Extra strong non
scratch zip

Waterproof
Lamtec Outer

Rust protection free
with this bag

Bonded tough canvas
outer material, rain &
abrasion resistant

Shotgun carrier
Code:4801

Roller and Roller+
How many times have you struggled with a conventional gun bag when
out shooting.
Of course you will appreciate a fully featured and padded slip from our
extensive range for travelling, but there are times when carrying it can
be cumbersome.
The Roller and Roller Plus, have been designed to roll so small they
can be literally hung from your belt loop, always there and always ready
to accommodate, protect your gun from minor knocks and scratches,
but most importantly, ensure that it is covered when out in public.
In fact when rolled up the shotgun version weighs just 185 grams
(6.5 ounces) and measures 20 x 8cm (8” x 3”).
Yet unrolled it will take any shotgun up to 130cm long (51”).
Strong, black outer material is lined with 2mm foam padded flock for
protection, it has a reinforced end cap, adjustable webbing shoulder
strap and strong rust proof ABS fittings.
Ideal for pigeon shooters, and for clay busters in between stands, it
is always on hand and ready for use, a great alternative to carrying a
conventional gun slip. Less to carry yet secure and waterproof.
For rifle shooters and in particular airgunners we also offer the
Roller Plus, designed to carry virtually any rifle with a large scope.
Roller Plus weighs just 274 grams (9.6 ounces) and measures just
26 x 7cm (10 3/4” x 3”).
Yet unrolled it will hold any rifle with a large scope up to 122cm (48”) long.
The shallow curved profile also allows many guns to be stowed with the
bi-pod attached and this makes it simple and quick to use.
The Roller has been widely acclaimed and has been appreciated by
shooters all over the world.

Rifle+ carrier
Code:4809

“One of the best pieces of
shooting kit I have seen in
a long while”
Bill Harriman Shooting Times
“Truly innovative
design that works”

“A product every
shooter needs”

“Napier’s Roller is the
answer to my prayers”

J Jackson New Zealand

G Henderson South Africa

Bill Harriman Shooting Times
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The most comprehensive range of Gun Slips & Bags available

Extra large
zip pocket
specifically
designed to hold
licence, glasses,
chokes etc.

Gun Slips
Protector is the high quality affordable solution for carrying and protecting your gun.
Following extensive research and field trials Napier have produced the waterproof
Protector range to answer the needs of both the clay and game shooter.
Protector Gun Slips are supplied with a 12 month guarantee and most models include
a FREE pack of VP90 corrosion inhibitor.

TECHNOLOGY

1
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Strong butt end
protector to
hold gun firmly
in place even
when unzipped.

SYN-FLEECE

• VP90 pocket

Fully featured, all Napier of London Gun Bags
are supplied with a special internal pouch to
hold one Super VP90 vapour phase inhibitor
anti corrosion sachet. (See page 11)

HD FOAM
WATERPROOF
MEMBRANE
NATEX

• Reinforced barrel end cap with strong
polypropylene hanging loop

• Butt end protector

• Designed in England exclusively by Napier of London

• Fully adjustable colour co-ordinated shoulder strap
(plus handles on some models)

High density 8mm foam padding
for extra impact protection.
Syn-Fleece bonded inner lining for
supreme protection of barrels and
polished stocks.

• Fully guaranteed for 12 months
• Full size outer pocket

• Made from NATEX fabric in Forest Green

1

• Full length zip

SR

2

4

PRO5

secure

Protector 1 Range

Protector 2 Smart Slip

Protector SR

Protector 4

PRO 5

Protector Secure

The original Napier bag made in several versions for
shotguns, rifles and airguns. All Protector 1 standard
bags are supplied with a strong internal butt end
protector to hold the gun firmly in place even when
unzipped. All Protector 1 bags are supplied with outer
kit pocket and a FREE Super VP90 sachet.

This award winning and patented design will carry any
shotgun either full length or broken down. It is the
easiest way of carrying a shotgun in the field or
when travelling.

This unique design offers supreme levels of protection from
knocks and scratches on shotguns and rifles.

Smart Slip design, the bag quickly converts to fulllength and includes a FREE Super VP90 sachet.

Supplied with removable shoulder strap, Grip Lock carry
handle and a FREE Super VP90 sachet.

Fully padded 8mm HD Foam, black flock lining,
with internal VP90 pouch holder, and butt end
protector, This model features a full sized outer
pocket for chokes, licence etc.(VP90 not supplied
with this model)

SEE PAGE 34

SEE PAGE 36

Now a police approved system for securing your
gun whilst in transit or when at a shoot, or hotel
room. The supplied strong two part locking device
is simply installed through the trigger guard of
virtually any gun and is then attached to any firm
anchor point. All Protector Secure models are
supplied with a FREE Super VP90 sachet.

SEE PAGE 38

Available in three models this bag is fully featured
at an affordable price, each one is supplied with
detachable shoulder strap, strong grab handles,
and an internal pocket to hold 1 Super VP90 (not
supplied). Choose from rifle, shotgun or the new
Game plus, with all the benefits of the standard
shotgun full zip design plus a traditional end
flap closer.

The tough EVA moulded shell is flexible and strong, flexes to
fit virtually any gun, and can take a full size rifle with scope.

SEE PAGE 38

SEE PAGE 39

SEE PAGE 40

This gun bag is supplied with a FREE VP90 sachet voucher, that can be redeemed at your local dealer.
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Rifle & Shotgun Slips

1
Protector 1 Rifle
With sling and handles for rifle with scope.
Max. Gun Dimensions: 122cm (48”) x 22.8cm (9”)
Code: 4733

Protector 1 Carbine
Length 109cm (43”) x 22.8cm (9”)
Supplied with one Super VP90 sachet voucher.
Code: 4733S

SOME MODELS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

PATTERNS

Protector 1 Leather

Protector 1 Canvas & Leather

Deluxe traditional dark brown leather shotgun slip.
Full Length zip, Syn Fleece lined with brass fittings.

Canvas and leather trim best shotgun slip.

Supplied with one Super VP90 sachet voucher.

Syn Fleece lined, adjustable leather shoulder strap and all
brass fittings, supplied with one Super VP90 sachet voucher.

Max. Gun Dimensions: 127cm (50”) x 18cm (7”)

Max. Gun Dimensions: 127cm (50”) x 18cm (7”)

Code: 4797

Code: 4795

Protector 1 Stalker
Our popular slip made especially for stalkers, designed
to hold a modern rifle with scope and bipod, this bag is
large enough for virtually any rifle up to a maximum of
122cm (48”) x 28cm (11”).
Supplied with full size outer pocket and made in
waterproof NATEX the Stalker also features detachable
shoulder and waist straps. It is the ideal way to travel
with your rifle and leaves both hands free when moving
over difficult terrain or when dragging a carcass.
Available in Green, Camo and lockable secure versions,
plus our Razorback (see page 29).
NATEX material is tough, supple and quieter than many
man-made fabrics; no more annoying rustling when
moving through undergrowth.
FREE VP90 sachet voucher with this model.

Stalker

Code: 4752

See page 29

Protector 1 Shotgun
With sling and handles.
Max. Gun Dimensions: 127cm (50”) x 18cm (7”) STD
Code: 4732

Protector 1 Shotgun XL
With sling and handles.
82cm (32”) barrel. Max. Gun Dimensions: 138cm (54”) x 18cm (7”) XL
Code: 4734

Also available in Camo

Protector 1 Toy Gun Slip
Great for teaching children the safe and correct way to handle a gun.
Ideal for use with the Edison Giocattoli Montecarlo toy shotgun (not included).
Code: 4732MC

Also available: Protector 1 Stalker Secure Code: 4752X and Protector 1 Stalker Secure Camo Code: 4752XT

This gun bag is supplied with a FREE VP90 sachet voucher, that can be redeemed at your local dealer.
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Rifle & Shotgun Slips

2

It’s a handy case for a
broken down gun…
and it easily transforms
into a conventional gun
bag The 2 in 1 Protector

The Protector 2. Added Features
Like all Protector products in the Napier range the Protector 2 is supplied with a full size outer pocket.
For the ultimate protection from corrosion Protector 2 is also supplied with an integral vapour pouch to hold one VP90 corrosion inhibitor
(voucher supplied) which will protect the gun from rust even in extremes of damp or condensation. (See page 11).

Protector 2 Razorback

The Choice

Protector 2 SMART SLIP
Protector 2 Best Leather

Unique patented design, carries
any shotgun in its compact form
and converts instantly to carry the
gun full length.

1

step

step

2

step

3

With solid brass fittings.
Stock
pocket

Code: 4750DL
Barrel/
forend
pocket

• Any shotgun
up to 32”
barrels
• Can carry
gun compact
(disassembled)

VP90 rust inhibitor
holder, free sachet
with this model

Protector 2 Compton

Protector 2

Canvas and leather.

See page 30

Code: 4750C
Double 8mm
high density
foam padding

Opens flat, use
as gun mat

and
Super soft
extra padded
fleece lining

Protector 2
Standard Green NATEX

Special twin zip
puller action

• Unique patented British design
• Adjustable shoulder/ carry strap
• Harness quality oak tanned leather trim
on some models

Waterproof, outer
material for
supreme protection

Code: 4750

Folding barrel
extension

• Full size licence pocket

Protector 2 Secure

• Fits in even smallest car, can be carried
on motorcycle
• Can be easily concealed, secure models
are supplied with locking kit

Complete with integral locking device

See page 40 for more details and optional hardware Protector 2 is now available for
combination shotguns (drillings) fitted with telescopic scopes.
Reinforced
leather end cap

Code: 4750X

Protector 2
Back Packer
Supplied with adjustable shoulder straps and
is the comfortable way to carry your shotgun
over long distances leaving both hands free.
Ideal for hunters, motorcyclists etc.
Code: 4750B

Patent 2294104, Registered design number 2042919, US design patent number 372121.
This gun bag is supplied with a FREE VP90 sachet voucher, that can be redeemed at your local dealer.
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Rifle & Shotgun Slips

SR

Overall max gun length 133cm (52 1/2”) x 22.5cm (9”)

Double Detachable
Gun Bag
Shotgun and
Rifle models

Max Rifle Dimensions:
122.5cm (48”) x 22.8cm (9”)
Rifle Code: 4733DD
Max Shotgun Dimensions:
134.5cm (53”) x 18cm (7”)

Now the answer to
those double gun days

Shotgun Code: 4754DDL

The Double Detachable Gun Bag allows
two guns to be carried together, these can be easily
unzipped to convert into two single slips when required.

Protector SR Semi Rigid Gunbag
This exclusive Napier of London product features the latest EVA material moulding technology and provides ultimate protection for knocks and scratches yet is lightweight.
Designed to carry any shotgun up to 133cm (52 1/2”) overall length and most rifles with scopes. Embossed with the Napier of London logo and offered in Forest Green 1200 twill
material, each SR is supplied with a voucher for one sachet of VP90 vapour phase corrosion inhibitor for ultimate protection from rust whilst in transit. Full length zip, Grip Lock
carry handle and adjustable detachable shoulder strap.
SEE PAGE 11
Code: 5733

4

Protector 4 Shotgun Bag

The double carry strap can be attached to one or both
bags and each individual bag has its own handles.
Two FREE VP90 vouchers with this bag.

Double sling	Butt end protector

One handy pocket

Easily converts to two bags

PRO 5 Shotgun Bag

Superb value for money from Napier with this Protector 4 bag, finished in waterproof Forest Green material with 8mm high density padding and non snag soft lining. Each bag is
supplied with carry handles and an adjustable shoulder strap. A special pouch inside the bag is designed to take a pack of VP90 vapour phase corrosion inhibitor (not supplied)

Best selling, with fully padded 8mm HD foam, non-snag black flock lining, with internal VP90
pouch holder (sachet not supplied), and butt end protector. This model features a full sized outer
pocket for chokes, licence etc.

Max gun length 124cm (49”)

Full length heavy duty zip, adjustable shoulder strap and handles.

Code: 5732

Max Gun Dimensions 130cm (51”) x 19cm (7 1/2”)
Black 600D Polyester shell.
Code: 5700

Protector 4 Game Plus
All the benefits of the 5732 but with an additional end flap closer preferred by game shooters.
The bag can be completely opened for easy cleaning and drying using the full-length zip.

Protector Pistol Slips

Max gun length 129.5cm (51”)

Ideal for CO2 and air pistols.

Code: 5735

Protector 4R
All the features of our Protector 4 made specially for rifles with scopes.
Ideal for all rifles and airguns. Super value.

Pistol Slip L

Pistol Slip M

Pistol Slip S

Pistol Slip PH

Overall size 38cm
(15”) x 22.8 (9”)
Code: 4737

Overall size 34.3cm
(13 1/2”) x 20.3cm (8”)
Code: 4736

Overall size 30cm
(11 3/4”) x 17cm (6 3/4”)
Code: 4735

with handles
Overall size 38cm
(15”) x 24cm (9 1/2”)
Code: 4738

Moderator/
Silencer cover
Made from black neoprene, this tough
cover will prevent knocks and more
importantly stop annoying tin can
resonance when moving through
undergrowth.

Max gun length 119cm (47”)

Size 27.5cm (10 3/4”) long
15cm (6”) circumference

Code: 5734

Code: 4800

This gun bag is supplied with a FREE VP90 sachet voucher, that can be redeemed at your local dealer.
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Security Slips

secure

Choose from the full length Rifle Secure, Shotgun Secure
range or Protector 2 Smart Slip Secure.
Protector Secure all bags are supplied with strong two part locking hasp that fits
neatly in the outer pocket of the bag.
Leather closer panel ensures the bag remains waterproof and the security cord or
padlock is simply attached to the hasp when in position.
The gun remains inside the bag when secured, with no risk of damage to the gun.
Several guns may be attached using just one security cord.

Trigger Lock
The safe, effective and simple way to prevent
unauthorised use of your gun.
By fitting the Napier Trigger Lock to your gun
you are taking a positive step in combating
crime, should your gun ever be stolen from
your home, a shooting ground or a locked
car you can be sure that the added security
will demonstrate that you have taken some
precaution to prevent its immediate use by an
opportunist thief.
Code: 2500

A major advance in combating crime,
this slip could save your licence.
All the advantages of the Protector 2 now lockable.
Integrated locking hasp allows your gun to be secured inside the slip either full length
or broken down for compact storage.
Secured into a car or hotel room in seconds without risk of damage to the gun.
Fits virtually any gun

Because the Protector 2 is so compact (86.3cm (34”) long) it can neatly fit
into even the smallest car and can be secured into virtually any position either
by using the car’s anchor points or simply by passing the security cord between
seat and backrest.
As supplied to and used by the Great Britain Police Clay Shooting Team, using this slip
whenever travelling could literally save your licence. You should never leave a gun
unattended in a car or premises... yet how many shooters do just this when travelling
away to a shoot?
Prevents theft from vehicle or virtually any location, can even be quickly locked around
a tree or any secure position; a hotel radiator or water pipe is just as effective.
Tested and designed in conjunction with Police, security and firearms experts,
the Protector 2 Secure provides the ultimate in mobile security.
Supplied with integral locking hasp; optional cord lock is also available.

Auto Safe Flag

Strong 2 part coated steel hasp, simply inserted through inside of bag
and aligned with trigger guard ensures gun cannot be damaged, and
is secured in place with security cord lock.

The only sure way to show your automatic shotgun
cannot be fired accidentally. Simply load into the
chamber leaving the safety flag clearly visible to all.

Tough
ratchet
lock

Rubber cushions hold
securely and safely

6 Spring loaded pins
locate snugly around
either a single or double
trigger mechanism

Cannot damage your gun

12g Code: 6004
20g Code: 6005

Security
Cord Lock
Napier Security Cord Lock is 264cm
(104”) long and is supplied with
two high security keys.
Code: 4750L

Now the winner of major
international awards, this
fully patented system
provides fast and functional
security when travelling.

Robust Die Cast Metal

Easily fitted
and removed
in seconds

Cannot be removed
without key (two supplied)

This gun bag is supplied with a FREE VP90 sachet voucher, that can be redeemed at your local dealer.
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The Choice
of Champions
The list of world class Airgunners
using Napier products just grows
and grows, all around the world
Napier’s Power Products are
helping to bring home the trophies.
Napier are passionate about airguns. World Champion target
shooters, professional vermin control hunters, and recreational
shooters all benefit from using the very best in our airgun
care range of Power Products. Napier products are used and
recommended by the Worlds best airgun makers, and the growing
list of Championship winners is testimony to our passion for
quality. New products, made especially for airgunners are now
available, with emphasis on safety and performance.
Our UPH Ultima Power Hunter pellet is just another example of the
best getting better, and is destined to become a pellet of choice for
serious vermin hunters.
And as every pellet is pre treated with our acclaimed Power Pellet
Lube, you can expect dramatic improvements in accuracy.

“I am quite meticulous in my prep for a shoot and
from my own trials, have found the best groups
and consistency are achieved using Napier lube a 5 shot group of just over 8.3mm was achieved
using your product at a range of 45yds, prone
whilst zeroing off a bean bag - witnessed by a
fellow shooter just before the Worlds win”

“It started when I noticed a POI shift as my barrel
got dirty, it would start shooting high and right.
After cleaning it was low left for around two dozen
shots, then OK for a while, then shifted again. Then
I tried Napier lube. I did not need to use much and
it wasn’t noticeable on the pellets, AND there was
no POI shift before or after cleaning”

“It’s great stuff - I won’t shoot a comp without it”

“My first shot after a clean would go dead centre.
Consistency, that’s what I was after, and what I got
with the Napier lube”

Mark Wall - 2010 WHFTA World Champion

Greg Sauve - 2013 United States National
WFTF Champion and overall high score

bfta Showdown winner 2014 Andy Calpin
BFTA Showdown winner 2013 Andy Calpin
BFTA Grand Prix Series Champion 2013 Andy Calpin
Winner BFTA GP Silhouette 2012 Andy Calpin
Winner BFTA GP Silhouette 2011 Andy Calpin
WFTF World Champion/BFTA British Masters Andy Calpin
Winner BFTA GP Silhouette 2009 Andy Calpin
World Field Target Champion 2009 James Woodhead
BFTA Grand Prix Series Champion 2009 Andrew Gillott
European Open Champion 2008 James Osborne
BFTA Grand Prix Class Winner 2008 Matt Hirst
Every NEW Air Arms rifle is
supplied with a sample of
Napier Airgun Oil as used
in manufacture.

Air Arms recommend only
Napier of London chemicals
for use on their fine guns.
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Pellets & Pellet Lube

Power Pellets
Power Pellets have been achieving outstanding results in
competition and field and are now presented pre treated with
Napiers’ world acclaimed Power Pellet Lube.
The benefits of using Power Pellet Lube have been proven over
recent years, and following feedback from shooters and
the industry, Napier have now incorporated the chemical into
each tin of pellets at final packing stage.
This ensures that exactly the correct dose has been applied
and that the pellets cannot oxidise in storage, and will perform
perfectly in every type of airgun straight from the tin.
.177 Power Target 7.69 grains Code: 6051
.22 Power Target 15.46 grains Code: 6052
.177 Power Hunter 7.72 grains Code: 6053
.22 Power Hunter 15.42 grains Code: 6054

A quite remarkable simple to use product that will improve accuracy
with any pellet and on any type of airgun guaranteed.
The unique complex formula does much more than lubricate, in fact it
creates a chemical seal around the skirt of every pellet, ensuring that it
will not skim or tear on the rifling of the barrel.
This is turn greatly improves the gyroscopic effect and results in
improved flight, with dramatic improvement in accuracy.
Now used by almost every top competition shooter with winning results.

The Ultima Power Hunter UPH
Is simply the best performing airgun pellet of its type, it is designed to give
consistent results in all std powered air rifles, both PCP and Springers.

OUR BEST EVER
HUNTING
PELLET

Power Pellet Lube really is now the choice of champions and is endorsed
by leading airgun manufacturers.
Now any one can benefit from improved accuracy on
any brand of pellet.
10ml (0.3 US fl oz) Code: 6050
25ml (0.8 US fl oz) Eco Spray Pack Code: 6250

Every tin is pre treated with exactly the correct dose of Napier Power Pellet Lube,
and they can be used straight from the tin.
No need to sort or grade them, we have already done that for you.
Expect improved accuracy, and consistency, it is likely that an increase in muzzle
velocity will also be achieved. We recommend that UK airguns are chronographed
occasionally to comply with UK power legislation.
Available in .22 cal 5.5 with a nominal weight of 14.5 Grains

Power Pellet Lube

Code: 6064

25ml Eco Pump Spray Pack, same great product
now in larger easy to use dispenser.
Spray directly onto pellets, ensures fine even coverage,
environmentally friendly non aerosol pump spray.

Power Pellet Pack
The Pellet Pack 100+ contains 35 of each .22
pellet, ideal for trying our range.
Code: 6059

WITH
WITHOUT
Napier Power Pellet Lube

Napier Power Pellet Lube
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Backpacks

Oils, Cleaners & Protection

At last a safe and efficient way to carry a 3 litre air bottle!
Ranger 6
It is often necessary to carry a refill
of compressed air to a shooting
location or when travelling, to refill
the tank.
Napier now have the answer to
transporting up to 3 litre bottles.

Power Pull Through Kit
Napier’s Airgun Pull Through Kit contains everything you need to effectively clean
any type of air rifle, and is suitable for .22 and .177 calibres.

24 litre capacity
(1464.57 cu inches)

Strong coated cable with a soft flexible loop is passed through the barrel, attach
a pre-cut Rifle Clean patch and simply pull back through the gun, repeating the
process until all traces of fouling are removed.

Full length zip compartment to
hold a 3 litre air bottle
Waterproof polyester
material

Supplied with anodised handle, cable, loop attachment, 50 Rifle Clean airgun
patches, 3 Field Patches, 200ml of Power Airgun Oil and instructions. All contained
in a handy zip bag, with ample room for more items.

Fully adjustable
shoulder straps

The Ranger 6 has a solid reinforced
rubber base, it sits upright easily and
will not topple, a secure strap holds
the centre of the bottle in place and
the valve unit can protrude through
the top of the bag, again it is
anchored securely with a large quick
release buckle.

Code: 3133
Also available Power Air Gun Patches (pack of 65 for use with the kit)
Code: 6730

This design enables the shooter to
refill the gun directly from the bag
without the need to open it and the
vast extra space inside is adequate
for a host of other shooting gear.

2 net outer
pockets

In addition there is a front zipped
compartment that has pouches
to hold magazines, cleaning kit,
pellets etc.

Watch the Air Rifle Cleaning
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Plus two net side pouches for easy
access to essential bits and pieces.
Ranger 6 is engineered to be strong
where needed, the solid base and
foam holder can be removed,
and the bag can seal to form a
conventional backpack when not
used to carry air tanks.
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Power Airgun Oil

Zip outer pocket
Waist strap

The result of 5 years development and field trials,
Power Airgun Oil has already been supplied for
several years in the Air Arms master service kits.

The strong shoulder and waist straps
are adjustable and comfortable.
The valve unit is stored in a loop
on the shoulder strap, and our
new mobile radio/ phone holder is
designed to fit perfectly on the strap.
Available in Green and Camo.
Code: 5900/5900T

Now available to everyone, the 200ml aerosol oil
is ideal for any type of airgun, CO2, Pre-charged,
or Springers.

Reinforced rubber base

Its unique properties when used as directed will
ensure proper cleaning and lubrication of the
mechanism and barrel, without the risk of damage
to seals or O rings, and of course the product will
not cause dieseling.

Also available in Advantage
Camo patterns

Power Airgun Grease
The new Airgun Grease too has been tested to the extreme and has
been an important part of the Air Arms master service kit for some
years. Now available to all Airgunners and is ideal for application to
springs, its special properties guarantee best performance without
the risk of damage to thrust washers and seals.

Transport up to 3 litre bottles in the new Napier Ranger 6 backpack

Incorporating VP90, Napier’s world renowned
corrosion inhibitor, the oil is easy and safe to use, it
resists finger marks, and thoroughly protects and
lubricates all parts of any air gun. The 200ml can is
economical in use as a little goes a very long way.
Shooters can have absolute confidence when using
Napier products which are already endorsed by
many of the world’s leading airgun makers, as the
packaging proudly displays.

25ml (0.8 US fl oz)

200ml (6.8 US fl oz)

Code: 3034A

Code: 6055

Shooting Luggage
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Razorback Trekker

Shooting
Luggage
Protect, transport and store,
in style and safety.
Every shooter travels somewhere
to enjoy his or her sport, be it clay
busting or hunting.

Razorback Trekker
Rolling Holdall and Gun Carrier

Grip Lock carry handle

The Trekker is a full sized weekend holdall, with ample room for any travellers kit, Like all the RAZORBACK items it boasts
Extra duty zips, Armour Flex scuff protection panels, Grip Lock carry handle, full size adjustable detachable shoulder strap,
attractive and tough bonded washed canvas LAMTEC outer material. And the industry leading 5 YEAR WARRANTY.
The Trekker also has 4 zip compartments, 73 litre capacity, steel frame external rolling gear, with telescopic handle and
strong wheels, and has a moulded base section, designed to safely carry any shotgun (or take down rifle). This unique
feature makes the Trekker the ideal choice for those weekend shooting parties, and avoids the dramas often caused
when checking into hotels etc with your gun.

73 litre capacity
(4454.73 cu inches)

Guns and shooting kit are expensive
cherished possessions so why cut
corners and risk damage to your best
gun by choosing inferior luggage!
WE know a thing or two about
making kit that lasts the test of
time, we have been proving that for
decades. Napier has taken the design
of shooting luggage to a new level.

We all know that restaurants and hotels can be less
than sympathetic to shooters, and arriving with
your gun safely and discreetly stored away in the
Trekker eliminates this issue.
Of course the Trekker is not designed for airline
travel, we provide other solutions for that
purpose, and we provide appropriate locking
devices for use whilst the gun is
left unattended.
The 73 litre Trekker is supplied in 3 colour
options to match the RAZORBACK range,
choose from Green, Grey or Terracotta

Since the introduction of the patented
Protector 2, we have been at the fore
front of innovation in the design and
manufacture of all types of luggage.

Code: 8792

Every aspect of our range is the
result of extensive field trials, often
aided by professional sportsmen,
photographers and zoologists.

Safely carry
any shotgun

That is why we offer such a varied
and unique range of best quality kit
that is guaranteed to perform, like the
Ranger 6 and Ranger 7, packed full
of specific features especially for the
shooter and discerning sportsman.

Specifications
Main compartment has a 73 Litre capacity
& the overall external dimensions are:
81cm (32”) Long x 24cm (9 1/2”) Wide
x 36cm (14”) High
The moulded gun tray has 3 sections:

Napier Back Packs and our Camo Luggage
are made only with Genuine Realtree and
Advantage patterns. Napier of London is a
licensed manufacturer.
These include, Hardwoods Green, Timber, AP,
APG, Max 4 and Max 1, high definition patterns.
As we regularly include the latest patterns in our
production schedules, items may not necessarily
be as shown in this catalogue.
Contact your dealer or Napier for the latest
specification in our growing range.

Extra duty zips and
Armour Flex scuff
protection panels

BARREL with for-end attached compartment:
77.5cm (30 1/2”) x 7cm (2 3/4”)
STOCK compartment:
14cm (5 1/2”) x 57.5cm (22 1/2”)
All Razorback items are
available in Grey, Green
& Terracotta

ACCESSORY compartment:
16.5cm (6 1/2”) x 7cm (2 3/4”)
PLEASE CAREFULLY CHECK
YOUR GUN FOR FIT USING THIS
INTERNAL SIZE INFORMATION

Shooting Luggage
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Intrepid Trolley Bag
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Travel Cases

Travel Gun Cases

Napier Intrepid
Rolling Luggage for
people on the move

Airline approved,
aluminium framed
travel cases

When we wanted a good all rounder it had to be big
strong and functional, the result is the Intrepid, not
only looks good but will stand out in any crowd and
take the knocks that modern travel can dish out.

Our popular cases just got better!

Available in Green and Camo patterns.
Code: 5744
• Huge Capacity 96 litre (5858.28 cu inches)

Now supplied with 3 or 4 strong keyed locks,
strong rubber armoured panels and our
interlocking HD foam, ensures your guns stay
safe while in transit.

• Strong 600D Polyester NATEX in Green or Camo
• Strength, can cope with weights in excess
of 40kg (88lb)
• Comfortable handle

• Strong comfortable handle

Tested to the limit

•	Rigid folding end panel

• Four strong and secure locks

• Easy access flap back top panel

• High density foam liner

• Concealed handle panel

• Detachable wide sling
• Lockable zips
• Oversized main zips
• Stabiliser foot, ideal when fully loaded,
can be stood on end.
4”
•	Roomy outer pockets
• Full length skids, protects base
and handle mechanism

NEW E

• Double layer polypropylene base panels
• Large in line skate wheels

Napier Deluxe Holdall
The ultimate in stylish and practical luggage for the discerning sportsman.
This bag features waterproof NATEX outer material, a washable lining, solid base
with non slip feet, best quality leather trim and handles, solid brass fittings with
a detachable and adjustable shoulder strap plus two generous outer pockets,
each one is supplied with a brass name tag.

XTRA L

E N GT H

Napier Shotgun Case

Black with metallic grey aluminium trim, four key locks, airline approved with
impact resistant interlocking foam and deluxe carry handle (will also carry an
assembled shotgun if required).

This model will take 81cm (32”) barrel guns with ease.

Size (internal) 122.5cm (48 1/4”) x 32.5cm (12 3/4”) x 10cm (4”)
Code: 7706

Black with metallic grey aluminium trim, three key locks, airline approved with impact
resistant interlocking foam and deluxe carry handle. May carry either one or two guns,
depending on style.
Size (internal) 84.5cm (33 1/4”) x 35cm (13 3/4”) x 10cm (4”)
Code: 7705

18ct Gold Plated Name Tag
Gold plated tag to identify your gun slip, cartridge bag or any other
property or just simply for use as an attractive key ring. The reverse
side is completely flat and is large enough to be engraved with
your details.

Ideal to carry all your shooting kit it also makes a superb gift and is large enough
for use as a weekend bag.
Size 49.5cm (19 1/2”) x 30.4cm(12”) x 28cm (11”)
(Airline handbaggage approved)

Size 2.5cm (1”) x 3.8cm (1 1/2”)

Choose from fabulous Compton real canvas and leather
in our traditional holdall, or forest green.

Code: 3050
Made in England

33 ¼”

Napier Rifle Case

Guaranteed unconditionally for 12 months this bag is tough and will keep its
good looks for years.

Code: 3065

13 ¾”
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Use VP90 in all travel cases. See page 11
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Backpacks

The Napier Ranger Collection
A comprehensive range of high quality hiking
and day packs
71cm (28”) high
40.5cm (16”) high

51cm (20”) high

53cm (21”) high

48cm (19”) high

AVAILABLE IN:

Ranger 7
Chameleon Back Pack

PATTERNS

Our most advanced pack ever

Hidden cloak pocket

The Ranger 7 is really 4 packs in one.
It is a conventional NATEX green polyester full size pack.
62cm (24 1/2”) high

It can be separated from its insulated and padded base bag.
It can become invisible instantly by deploying its built in
Hardwoods® cloak.

36 litre overall capacity
(2196.85 cu inches)

And it can become a life saver by fitting an optional Blaze Orange
cloak when required (by law in some countries).

Ranger 1

Ranger 3

Ranger 4

Ranger 5

Ranger 6

Ranger 7

20 litre capacity
(1220.47 cu inches)

30 litre capacity
(1830.71 cu inches)

73 litre capacity
(4454.73 cu inches)

40.5 litre capacity
(2471.46 cu inches)

24 litre capacity
(1464.57 cu inches)

36 litre capacity
(2196.85 cu inches)

Available in Green and Camo

Available in Camo

Available in Camo

Available in Camo

Available in Camo

Available in Green with
Hardwoods cloak

Ranger 1 Back Pack

Fully adjustable
shoulder straps

Flat opening outer pocket with 1 full sized net cargo carrier,
and 6 elasticised small accessory holders.

NATEX
polyester
material

The Base Bag can be accessed without removing from the main
pack, and features:
Superbly padded and insulated washable main compartment,
the lid has a waterproofed reinforced zip pocket, the front flat
opening compartment has one large reinforced waterproof
section and two see through zipped pockets.

The Base Bag is ideal as a very well padded camera bag, as it will
take a large SLR, or video, with plenty of room for lenses etc.

Available in Advantage and Realtree patterns and Forest Green.
Perfect for all shooting sports and as a day pack for bird watchers
and wildlife photographers etc.

The main compartment features a padded grab handle,
adjustable shoulder straps, hanging strap, 2 way zip semi clam
shell opener, ventilated padded back pads, elasticised net pouch,
drawstring bottle carrier and 4 adjustable compression straps.

Two roomy zipped accessory pockets are supplied on each side,
and the entire base bag can be removed from the pack and
carried separately with its own heavy-duty quick release strap.

Waterproof polyester material, this new back pack is ideal for all sports
enthusiasts, comfortable and practical. All quick release buckles for ease of use.

Or

Grab handle

Ventilated padded
back pads

Compression
straps

Zip outer
pocket

Use it to carry and keep your lunch fresh for hours, easily takes a
1 litre flask, lunch box etc and can be washed after use.

Code: 5738/9
20 litre capacity
(1220.47 cu inches)

Or

Tough main closer buckle

Available in Green plus Hardwoods® cloak, Blaze Orange cloak
also available (optional)

Full length zip compartment

Code: 5701

Draw string
bottle holder

Just use it to carry wet gear, dirty socks, or whatever fits!

Waterproof polyester material

Especially strengthened
shoulder straps

Clam shell full opening

Removable padded,
insulated base bag

Sternum strap
Fully adjustable
shoulder straps
2 net outer pockets
(phones/ water bottles)

Waist strap

Inner net pockets
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Moulded base

Adjustable tension straps

Napier Back Packs and Camo Luggage is made only with Genuine Realtree and Advantage, Napier of London is a licensed manufacturer.
These include, Hardwoods Green, Timber, AP, APG, Max 4 and Max 1, high definition patterns. As we regularly include the latest patterns in our
production schedules, items may not necessarily be available in the patterns as shown in this catalogue. Contact your dealer or Napier for the
latest specification in our growing range.

Base Bag 11.5 litre (701.77 cu inches)
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Ranger 4 Back Pack
73 litre overall capacity
(4454.73 cu inches)
Code: 5743

Backpacks

45 litre
(2746.07 cu inches)
main compartment

Double drawstring closure

Two large side
pockets

Mark Pettigrew uses the
Ranger 4 and was amazed
to get all of this kit
inside. And still have two
compartments spare.
• 5 camo nets • 1 bag
de-coy pegs • 27 shell
de-coys • 1 thermo flask •
3 neck props • 150 cartridges • 1 pigeon magnet • 1 battery •
1 machete • 1 folding saw • 1 shooting stick • 1 camo jacket •
1 pair of binoculars • 1 priest • 1 first aid kit • 3 game carriers •
1 lunch box • Still had room for water and the dogs bowl •
The ideal pigeon shooters pack.

2 internal pockets
Adjustable
sternum straps
Quick release buckles

“This is the most
comfortable
pack I have
ever used”

Adjustable
lumber panel

Mark Pettigrew

Ranger 2 Waist Bag

Ranger 3 Back Pack

Full sized and adjustable waist bag features three pockets and can adjust
to fit up to 127cm (50”) waist so its ideal for wear over winter clothing.

30 litre (1830.71 cu inches) pack with rubber base.

Available in various Camo patterns.

Similar features as the 20 litre packs but larger and
made in silent Hushtex.

Code: 5741/2

Code: 5742

Ranger 5 Back Pack
Small front
pocket

15 litre
(915.36 cu inches)
zipped base

Adjustable
waistband

The Ranger 5 has all the advantages of a traditional style pack. Finished in Hushtex Pack Weight
material, the Ranger 5 can be used for those trips where a full sized pack is just too big.
Code: 5711
Large 40.5 litre capacity
(2471.46 cubic inches)

Large easy access
top loading

2 buckle top flap

Ranger 6
With so many pneumatic airguns in use it is often necessary
to carry a refill of compressed air to a shooting location.

Drawstring waterproof
inner closer

Adjustable padded
shoulder straps

Napier now have the answer to transporting up to 3 litre bottles.
For the full details on this specialist airgun pack see page 46.
Available in Green and Camo
Code: 5900/5900T

3 outer pockets with
buckle closers
Strong moulded base
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Leather and Canvas Range

The Compton Range
of Quality Luggage

Game and Cartridge Bags

Rapid Load Cartridge Bag
To hold 100 cartridges in NATEX.

Made from quality fabrics and fully lined with washable material, the exclusive range
of Protector Cartridge and Game Bags offer the ultimate in style and durability.

The Compton range of luggage is designed
for the discerning sports person who wants
style and rugged performance.

Code: 4739

Colour co-ordinated and rot-proof, these items are a must for the discerning shooter.
The range is further enhanced by adjustable shoulder straps, harness-quality oak tanned
leather, brass buckles and a 12 month guarantee.

Cartridge Bag

All finished in waterproof tan
canvas with matching quality
leather trim, the Compton range
will keep its good looks for years.

See page 30

Lunch set
Deluxe holdall
Compton 4 pouch
shoulder bag

Deluxe Game Bag
In NATEX purse shaped design with huge capacity
and full size net pocket.
Code: 4742

Compton Cartridge/
Trout Bag

Leather Cartridge Bag
To match the new traditional leather slip in dark
brown, rapid load hinged flap and adjustable leather
and canvas non slip shoulder strap. 100 capacity.

Canvas & Leather Best Cartridge Bag
To match the best canvas slip. Leather lined canvas,
reinforced leather & canvas non slip adjustable
shoulder strap, brass fittings, rapid load hinged flap.

Code: 4798

Code: 4796

Deluxe Loaders Bag
This design is the last word in cartridge bags,
made from finest quality leather with solid brass
fittings and an adjustable canvas non-slip sling.
Made to hold 125 12g shells comfortably, the
unique brass hinged flap over top can be either
used conventionally or reversed and worn
away from the body then loaded with 8 pairs of
cartridges. It makes loading simple and very fast,
and you always have a pair to hand. Ideal for use
with Snap Loaders.

Double sided large satchel
Double sided small satchel

Protector 2 gun bag now
available to complete
the Compton range.

Each bag is supplied with a brass name tag which
can be engraved with your initials.

See page 37.

Code: 3069

Protector Choke Pouch
The ideal way to carry your chokes, simply attach the Velcro
band to the strap of any gun or cartridge bag. Made from
NATEX and leather to complement the Protector range.
Code: 4751
Deluxe Holdall Size w 49.5cm (19 1/2”) h 30.4cm (12”) d 28cm (11”) Code: 3065C
Compton Cartridge/Trout Bag Strong and waterproof material, with fully adjustable 170cm (60”)
canvas webbing strap. Brass and leather fitting to match. Size w 28.5cm (11”) h 20.5cm (8”) Code: 3071
Double Sided Small Satchel Size w 35.5 (14”) h 30.4cm (12”) d 20.3cm (8”) Code: 3075
Double Sided Large Satchel Size w 47cm (18 1/2”) h 38cm (15”) d 28cm (11”) Code: 3076
Lunch Set For contents see page 60 Code: 3078
Compton 4 Pouch Shoulder Bag Traditional style medium shoulder bag with 2 internal and 2 external
pockets, leather and brass fittings. Fully adjustable 170cm (60”) canvas webbing shoulder strap.
Size w 31cm (12”) h 26cm (10”) Code: 3079

Snap Loader

Leather Bullet Wallet

Available in 12g and 20g these speed loaders are the fastest way
of loading a pair of cartridges into any double barrel shotgun.

A high quality oak-tanned leather bullet wallet
with elasticated retainers to hold ten rounds of
ammunition. Suitable for most calibres.

Ideal when on a busy driven shoot, they are also great for clay
shooters and loaders. Pack of 4.
12g Code: 3169
20g Code: 3170

Code: 4757
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Cartridge Pouch
A deep purse shaped pouch that can be easily
attached to any belt or used with the Napier Sport
Belt for quick fitting and release, this large pouch
will hold 125 12g shells. Made from waterproof NATEX
and trimmed with leather.
Code: 3064
A smaller version is available. Holds 60 12g cartridges.
Code: 3064S

Large

Quick Release
Cartridge Collector

Pickup

Now the perfect answer to pickup of spent cartridges, in clay or game shooting locations.
Magnetic stick pickers have become a useful and popular aid, and are well accepted by
the shooting community. Napier has been often asked to provide such an item within its
range, but until now did not feel that anything could be produced that offered any real
advantage in an over saturated marketplace.

Small

Cartridge Belt
(Universal)

Range Bag
Tough and waterproof, this bag features an
adjustable divider, two large zipped outer
pockets, zip top lid pocket, handles and
detachable adjustable shoulder strap.

Hold 25 cartridges. The clever design allows this belt to carry any
cartridge size from 28g to 10 bore. Forest green webbing with
dark brown leather and brass buckle.

Practical luggage for the shooter, the base
is rigid and ideal for carrying cartridges,
gloves, glasses, lunch, score cards, cleaning
kit, in fact everything that you could need on a
days shooting. In Forest Green with matching trim.

Universal length can be adjusted for fit from 84cm
(33”) to 109cm (43”)
Code: 3053U

But the Bigfoot has changed all that with its unique catch and release handle.
It is great for shooters and professional use on clay grounds. At 77cm long it is
comfortable to use and avoids bending, it sits upright on its BIG FOOT, is robust and easy
to clean. However unlike all others it collects, AND at the pull of a lever drops them into
the bin or collection bag. No more messy handling of muddy, soiled cartridges that must
be pulled off all conventional sticks, the Bigfoot ejects them with ease.

Size w 40.6cm (16”) x h 28cm (11”) x d 25.4cm (10”)
Code: 3077

Code: 7777

Auto Release

Range Bag

See page 30

Deluxe

Field Trial Dog Lead
Strong and lightweight this leather trimmed
polypropylene lead is made to last. Colours may vary.

Standard

Length 120cm (47”)
Code: 3062

Rifle Slings
Deluxe Rifle Sling
Beautifully made from the finest oiled leather with brass fittings, this sling
looks good and will last for years.
The broad shoulder strap is lined with non slip suede, is stitched with an
attractive design and is embossed with the Napier logo. Code: 4768
Standard Rifle Sling
A strong and practical sling to fit all rifles or shotguns with standard fittings.
Made from quality canvas webbing this sling is non-slip and features leather
and brass fittings. It can be easily fitted or detached. Code: 4767

Cartridge Carrier
Designed to hold 4 boxes of cartridges.
In Forest Green NATEX with leather trim,
Velcro fastening, shoulder strap and with
carry handles.
Code: 3102
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Outdoor Range

Flasks

Insu-case

Umbrella/Seat Stick

Napier of London vacuum flasks are made from stainless steel
inside and out and are true vacuum vessels, they use no foam
or glass and are virtually unbreakable.

A completely new answer to transporting
vacuum flasks, wine and soft-drink bottles.
Keep them quiet, cold and camouflaged!

The Umbrella Seat Stick, now lighter and stronger
than ever.

The vacuum is guaranteed for 5 years.

These two models will take every flask in the
Napier range and can hold virtually every
make available.

Napier flasks will provide optimum heat retention capability
for over 24 hours.

The small will hold flasks from 300ml to
750ml and the large will take our 1 litre
model with room to spare, and will even
hold a 2 litre softdrink or water bottle!

Napier flasks are built to take the knocks of active outdoor life,
they will not affect the flavour of the contents and can be used
to keep any beverage hot or cold, ideal for hot drinks, soups or
even your favourite wine. Napier flasks conform to BS 6672 and
carry a full 5 year guarantee on the vacuum vessel.

Made from Hushtex, soft and quiet material,
insulated, in Advantage Timber.

500ml (.88 pint) Code: 9050

Each is supplied with removable shoulder
strap, zip top and pouring handle.

1 litre (1.76 pints) Code: 9100

The clever elasticated back panel allows
additional expansion of up to 2.5cm (1”)

16mm alloy shaft is 20% stronger than our previous
models and weighs just 974g.
They are full size at 40” 100cm diameter, made from best
quality non fade waterproof fabric over rustproof nylon
frames. They are remarkably strong and durable and will
survive extreme wind and weather.
The seat is 81cm (32”) high (vertical) and has an extra
large handle/seat that is made from fine quality
double layer stitched hide, 3.5mm thick.
The alloy handles are wrapped and hand
stitched in matching soft leather.
The polished alloy folding ground plate, is strong and
large enough to be secure in hard or soft ground.

Small 27cm (10 1/2”) x 9.5cm (3 1/2”)
Code: 9090TS

Each one bears the Napier of London logo in gold
on 2 panels and is offered in Green with Tan leather,
and Teak with Dark Brown leather

Large 33.5cm (13”) x 11.5cm (4 1/4”)
Code: 9090TL

Green Code: 4756; Teak Code: 4766

Leather Tripod Stool
This addition to the Napier Range is ideal for all shooters
or for days out, camping or picnics
Available in either green or brown nylon
material with gold Napier of London logo

Lunch Set
An attractive and useful kit for refreshment
whilst on the move.

Totem Boot Carriers
These bags are the ideal way of handling either Welly boots
or leather walking boots. Great for storage and to keep your
dirty boots away from other kit in your car. Full length double
zip and Velcro top fastener for easy access, a generous
zipped side pocket and strong webbing carry handle.
The solid base is provided with sturdy feet and may
be folded flat for easy storage.
Totem 1 Welly carrier
Code: 3104

Totem 2 walking boot carrier
Code: 3103

EZIP®

Finished in Forest Green and trimmed with
leather, supplied with a top quality 1 litre
capacity Stainless Steel Flask, plus two Stainless
Steel Tumblers, and a full size lunch box.
With an adjustable shoulder strap this kit is
convenient to carry and makes the perfect gift
for any outdoor person.
Green Code: 3068;
Compton Code: 3078

Food not included.

At last a really effective answer to sticky zips on shooting luggage, slips,
holdalls, clothing and of course the dreaded Welly boots. Footwear in
particular suffers from snagging zips, which is hardly surprising when you
consider all the muck and gritty mud that gets into them. EZIP simply sprayed
directly onto the offending zipper, will penetrate the teeth and by gently
working the zip a few times will evenly coat the whole zip surface making
sure that it runs smoothly and stays that way. Even on new products, metal,
or plastic type zips run without sticking with just a single application of EZIP.
EZIP is a safe, non oily film that drives out abrasive particles and leaves an
unbelievably slick friction reducer on the actual teeth and puller mechanism.

Tumbler Sets

EZIP can be used safely on any type of zip, and will not harm, rubber, plastic,
PVC, metal, or surrounding fabrics.

Sets contain 6 small tumblers and are available to match
the Forest Green NATEX Lunch and Compton Luggage sets.

It will greatly extend the life of the items, as zip failure is the most common
reason for scrapping clothing, footwear and luggage.

Code: 3069F

Stainless Steel
Tumblers
These can be stacked and are a great
addition to the cups supplied with each
flask. Large or Small, sold in pairs.
Small Code: 3067S
Large Code: 3067

Use EZIP in shooting products, fishing gear, clothing, tents, camping kit,
wetsuits, waders, diving vests, automotive heavy duty truck & ATV covers,
and 100’s more applications.
EZIP can also be used to free up sticky mechanisms in almost anything and is
ideal for curtain pullers, sliding door gear and to reduce friction on any hard
sliding surface.
100ml (3.4 US fl oz)
Code: 8100
EZIP is a registered trademark of Napier Limited

Perfect height for long sessions in a pigeon hide, at 60cm
(23 1/2”) the polished turned hardwood legs open to form a
secure base of 33cm diameter, while the comfortable 35cm
seat is made from best quality embossed stitched leather
with 4mm rolled edges for strength and extra comfort.
Total weight of just 1.85kg it folds very neatly with a leather
buckled strap to keep it closed and is carried by its attached
leather shoulder strap.
Each one bears the Napier gold logo on carry strap
Code: 4765
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Hunting
Essentials
Hunter’s Auto Carcass Processing Aid
Simply CLICKS IN or OUT in less than 5 SECONDS & fits most
Hatch Gate vehicles including SUVs, Hatchbacks and Estates.
Safely supports any game species up to 165kg (365lb).
• Instant fitting to almost all Hatch Gate Autos
• No tools required
• Allows full access to load area
• Hygienic, keeps carcass suspended
• Safe and easy carcass preparation
• Easy hand and carcass wash,
2 litre Aqua-Sac included
• Compact for stowage
Code: 8795
Aqua-Sac
Pack Includes:
1 Apex Auto Click
1 Apex Gambrel
1 Apex Aqua-Sac

Gambrel
Also sold separately.
Code: 8793

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

PAT NO:GB1303369.1
EU DESIGN NO:002192005-0001
US DESIGN PATENT NO 719.423

Made in England

Also sold separately.
Code: 8794
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Apex Range

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Hunters Game Sack and Waist Bag
Much more than a roe sack, the Apex Predator is a very comfortable waist bag, which can
be worn front or back with easy access pockets for all the kit any hunter, stalker, pigeon
shooter or airgunner could want. It sits perfectly and works well with a rifle carried muzzle
up or down, movement is not restricted and the Grip Tab buckle tabs prevent slip when
crawling or climbing.

Unique 2 in 1 design
Easily converts from
waist bag to full size sack

The waist bag material is made from waterproof and silent HUSHTEX, while the game sack
fabric is extra strong, lightweight & waterproof 420D Nylon Rip Stop. The whole bag with
liner weighs just 960 grams.
Apex Predator is so much more comfortable than a conventional roe sack or back pack,
that is carried on the back and often gets in the way, and always virtually impossible to
access your kit when being worn. But as soon as it is needed the Apex Predator instantly
converts into a full sized game sack capable of carrying comfortably all small deer species,
including Roe, Chinese Water Deer, or even two Muntjac. But the Apex Predator is not just
for deerstalkers as it is also the ideal way to carry 15-20 rabbits, 25-30 pigeons (or decoys)
or a days catch of Trout or Salmon.
The detachable shoulder straps attach in seconds and the game is placed inside a
waterproof and hygienic PVC lined sack, the liners are simply clipped in place and are
easily removed to be hosed or washed out. Each Apex Predator is supplied with two liners
allowing one to be in use whilst the other is being cleaned and dried. Replacement liners
are available if required, as is an EXTRA duty reinforced version for pro hunters and vermin
control personnel.
The Apex Predator is closed with a tight fitting drawstring and clip fastener, this helps keep
the quarry away from you when being carried and helps minimise exposure to blood,
ticks, keds and other parasites. It of course also helps keep flies off the carcass. Carrying
deer by a sling against your body is a biohazard that can, and should be avoided. With
growing restriction on access routes, ELS margins and corners or just unsuitable terrain,
it can be difficult to convey your quarry to a vehicle. The Apex Predator is always ready
to deploy and takes just 10 seconds to convert from a handy waist bag to a full sized sack
(and back again).

Features
•	Rip Stop 420D Nylon and Hushtex silent fabric construction
• 2 in 1 design converts in less than 10 seconds
• Non-slip and comfortable, easy access waist bag
• Two hygienic & washable inner liners, supplied with each bag
• Drawstring closer minimises contact with parasites
• Lightweight just 960 grams
• Waist bag capacity of 8.1 litres (494.29 cu inches) 			
& game sack capacity 46 litre (2807.09 cu inches)
• TOTAL CAPACITY of 54.1 litre (3301.39 cu inches)

Comfortable, can be
worn front or back

Code: 8751

Replacement liners and EXTRA duty
version readily available.

Apex Auto Lift
fits perfectly into
Apex Predator

Standard Liner Code: 8761;
Heavy Duty Liner Code: 8762

will carry

1 Roe Deer, 1 Chinese Water Deer,
2 Muntjac

15-20 Rabbits

25-30 Pigeons

A days catch of Trout or Salmon
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Apex Range
Supplied in tough tote bag,
with extra room for knives, gloves etc

Click Fit Folding Game Hanger
Designed for use with all trucks, side opening and split gate vehicles. The Apex
Truck Click allows any carcass including larger Deer and Boar to be suspended
quickly and safely. Each Truck Click comes complete with an Apex Auto Lift allowing
one hunter to easily perform a suspended gralloch and maintain control of large
game. Simply click on to any tow bar in less than a minute. The Truck Click is also
ideal for quad bikes and agricultural machinery.
• Safely supports any game species up to 200kg
Unpack and set up in under 1 minute,
No tools required

• Effortless 1 man operation
• Complete with Napier Auto Lift
• No tools required
• Allows full access to load area
• Compact easily stored

Quick Click adjustable legs
and frame

• Made in England
Fully adjustable bar arm,
to clear all size tailgates

Retractable Ratchet Hoist
Designed to complement and attach to the Apex Auto Click and the
Apex Tree Hugger. Apex Auto lift is the perfect way to handle larger
Deer species and Wild Boar.

Code: 8009

Carry in Apex Predator
or Waist Bag

• Effortless 1 man operation up to 200kg
• Compact, fits into waist bags and Apex Predator
• Ergonomic comfort handle
• Complete with Napier
two part compact gambrel
• Ideal as a larder lift

Apex Truck Click comes complete
with 1 Apex Auto Lift, Gambrel
and Apex Aqua-Sac

Instant fastening by the UNIQUE CLICK LATCH to
any tow ball and release at the push of a button

•	Makes gralloching and skinning
easy and convenient
• Weight just 1.34kg (2.95lb)
• 2.5 metre belt
Code: 8007

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Made in England
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Apex Range
Using a steel noose this system pulls
the carcass, not the sled, for maximum
strength and control.

Unique non-slip
webbing
“No more struggling
on the ground, there is
usually a tree somewhere
close, and ALL TREES
are vertical.”

Hunter’s Folding Game Sled
The Apex Ready-Sled has been designed to allow carcass
extraction from those places where you simply cannot drive.
Apex Ready-Sled glides over most terrains yet weighs just 2kg.
Ideal for large Deer species and Wild Boar.
Contains: Folding sled, waist belt / carry bag,
2.5 metre steel noose, 8 metre rope lanyard with
2 quick release carabiners, detachable shoulder strap.
Code: 8003

Fits easily
onto any belt

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Trail Marker & Wind Indicator

Suspended Gralloch Kit
Apex Tree Hugger is designed for easy processing of ALL DEER SPECIES AND BOAR UP TO 200kg.
We recommend larger animals are handled in combination with Apex Auto lift.
• Hygienic suspended processing

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

20%
SOUND

• Use any tree

15%
VISION

• Only weighs 180g
Code: 8004

65%
SCENT

A Hunter exhales 10,000 litres
of HUMAN SCENT every day.
Apex Airglo is the single most important part of a
stalkers kit. Use of camouflage and silent movement
are important for a successful hunt. BUT get upwind
of your quarry and it’s game over!
Contains: 1 dispenser & 1 Realtree AP HD Neoprene
sleeve with belt clip and neck cord.
• Ergonomic baton dispenser
• One hand silent opening
• Odourless
Code: 8006

Watch the full product
demonstration video at
www.napieruk.com

Refill
Twin Pack
Contains two replacement
Apex Airglo dispensers
for use with the original
Neoprene sleeve.
Code: 8106

Clothing
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• Adjustable waist band

• Active Weight Distribution
Unique load absorbing panels for extra comfort.

• Inner security zipped pocket

• Zip Off Sleeves
Quickly converts from jacket to vest.

• Extra large easy access cartridge pockets.
• Removable hand towel.

• Extra Large Cartridge Pockets
Strong & reinforced easy access.

Regent Skeet Vest

Chilton Plus
Dual Layer
Fleece Jacket

Rarely is there an opportunity to add any significant features to a long
established product.
Skeet vests of whatever make generally offer a means of carrying cartridges
whilst allowing free movement to the shooter. Of course the choice of style,
colour, materials, quality of manufacture and price all vary immensely.
BUT the basic concept has remained unchanged for years.

This popular garment is just great for all day
wear on every type of shoot or leisure activity.
The dual layer fleece is warm and light,
and most important, windproof.

At Napier we are extremely proud to announce the introduction of the
Regent vest, which incorporates many useful features and is made to our
superb quality standard.

It features full sized cartridge pockets
and two internal wallet pockets.

AND to incorporate our latest development the AWD system, this remarkable
addition to the garment takes the weight of the cartridges and evenly
distributes the load across the shoulders and front panels.

It has a heavy duty 2 way zip and the
sleeves can quickly be removed to convert
this into a practical vest when required.

The result is a vest that allows the shooter extreme comfort, vastly improves
ease of movement, and is tireless when worn for a long period.
The AWD Active Weight Distribution system is
incorporated into the collar and front
panel sections and is hardly noticeable,
yet unbelievably effective.

Now with AWD Active Weight Distribution.
AWD was recently developed for our
Regent skeet vest and works perfectly
with the Chilton Plus, absorbing the
weight of cartridges in the pockets and
evenly distributing across the shoulders
as opposed to just hanging on the neck.

Add to this our superb build quality,
Integral Chest Expander, that is
always there and ready to deploy,
removable hand towel, best quality
and WASHABLE materials,
non snag, PU leather panels,
adjustable waist band,
2 way heavy duty zip
& inside zip wallet pocket,
Ear defender/glasses holder.

This remarkable and unique feature
makes the Chilton Plus the perfect
garment for clay and game shooters
and it has long been a favourite
with keepers and stalkers.
Code: 3703

All finished in best quality 100%
washed cotton canvas.
Code: 3800

SIZE CHART
Size

LED Caps
Complete with 2 x CR 2032 Lithium batteries.
•
•
•
•

Green Code: 3713
Camo Code: 3723

Leather Belts
Available in Extra Large 101.6–106.7cm (40–44”), Large 91.4–101.6cm (36–40”),
Medium 86.4–91.4cm (34–36”), Small 76.2–86.4cm (30–34”). These leather belts are hand
made in England and are oil finished in dark brown, complete with solid brass buckles.

Ultra bright 5 LEDs
Comfortable 6 panel cap
1 hand operation
Concealed switch on peak

Leather Toe Protector

The harness quality leather belts will look good for years and compliment all outdoor clothing.

Made from finest quality leather in dark brown this toe protector can be fitted
to any footwear. A convenient and safe way to rest your gun on a non-slip
surface, and no more annoying marks on your shoes.

Deluxe Stitched Code: 4769; Plain Code: 4700

Code: 3059

Chilton Plus Jacket (Chest measurement)
M
L
XL
XXL
Regent Skeet Vest (Chest measurement)
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

Actual garment measurement
107cm (42”)
117cm (46”)
127cm (50”)
137cm (54”)
96cm (38”)
102cm (40”)
107cm (42”)
112cm (44”)
117cm (46”)
122cm (48”)
127cm (50”)

PLEASE NOTE; The charts above show the actual garment measurement. We advise that
you measure a well fitting garment of your own for comparison as several inches above
your actual chest size will be required to allow for movement & comfort.

Sales and Distribution
UK & Europe
Napier of London Ltd,
3 Moorbrook, Southmead Park, Didcot,
Oxfordshire, OX11 7HP, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1235 812993
Fax: +44 (0) 1235 811785
email: sales@napieruk.com
www.napieruk.com

Sales and Distribution
USA
Napier of London LLC,
1510 Captain Shreve Dr, Shreveport,
Louisiana, 71105, USA.
Tel: 1-855-787-0200
email: sales@napierusa.com
www.napierusa.com

Sales and Distribution
New Zealand
Napier of London Ltd,
6 Bell Street, Otane,
Central Hawkes Bay, 4202,
New Zealand.
Tel: +64 (0)6 650 9496
email: sales@napieroflondon.co.nz
www.napieroflondon.co.nz

